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Thaw's mental condition or of the
counsel for the state of New York, or
of the prcba'jlc. guilt or Innocence of

RING FANS HAiVE
ov. 8
New Yorlt
greater 'bunch Of high
ever been seen' in the

BIG

NIGHT

Seldom has a
class pugilists
ring the same
night than the aggregation scheduled
to engage in contests in various parts
of the country next Monday night.
Even with the Ritchie-Cros- s
bout, originally scheduled for that date, deferred until later, there is enough left
on the calendar to afford the fistic
fans a wonderful feast of fisticuffs.
Featherweight Champion Kilbane is
slated for a
go with Etfdie
O'Keefe in philadephia.
Mike Gibbons and Marty 'Rowan are down for
a
fight at the Tyford A. C.
in Brooklyn, and Willie Beecher and
Jimmy Duffy are signed up to go the
same distance in Syracuse.
Another
promising bout is billed for Kenosha,
Wis., where Freddie Welsh, the BritMAN'S ATTORNEYS SAY INSANE ish lightweight champion, is carded
to defend his. title against Eddie MurPERSON CANNOT BE GUILTY
phy, the South Boston lightweight.
OF SUCH OFFENSE

OF THAW

'!

"T!

MUDDY FIELD MAKES IT. IMPOSSIBLE TO GET PLAYS OFF
QUICKLY

University Field, Princeton, N. J.,
A "field goal by Brlck'ey In
the second period gave Harvard a victory over Princeton on University
field today by the score of 3 to 0.
A blocked kick from Law's toe opened
the way for the only score of the
game, Harvard recovering the ball
almost in front of the Tiger goal posts
and only a short distance away.
Princeton outplayed Harvard In the
first period, the Crimson line crumbling at the Princeton attack. In the
second period, however, Harvard began to show her strength and easily
held the Tigers until they became
dangerous.
Both teams resorted to much punting, fearing to trust themselves with
the wet and slippery ball while it
was near the goal posts. The rain
fell during the first half of the game
and the field was a sea of mud, making it difficult for the teams to get
'he plays off quickly.
In the last part of the game each
side tried field goals, Baker and
Nov. 8.
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shot to Hammond put the ball in
Crimson territory again, but offside'
play spoiled the gain and Law punted
to within 7 yards of Harvard's goal
as the period ended.
Hardwick punted from behind his
own goal and the ball went out of
mark.
bounds at Harvard's
Streit bucked for a yard then lost it
on the next play.
Baker dropped
back, preliminary to a try for goal.
The whole Harvard line broke through
and Storer blocked the kick. Har
vard recovered the ball in. the scram- stand had a
ble and the Crimson
chance to yell. The next instant the
Princeton rooters were on their feet,
for Harvard's
punt shot straight
across the field and Princeton got it
on the
mark. Baker again
tried a goal kick but failed.
On the next play Bradley broke
55 yards
through the line and
deep into Princeton, territory. It was
d

d

j
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but he had no better success with
the heavy ball than Baker. A fair
mark gave
catch on Harvard's
him another opportunity, but he could
send the oval only 35 yards. A 10-- ,
yard penalty spoiled Harvard's chance
and the punting duel was continued
until the game ended with the ball
Final
line.
Teton's
score: Harvard 3, Princeton 0.
Both Teams in Good Shape
Rain was falling here today when
the Princeton football players jumped out of their beds and took a peek
at the weather to see what the conditions were for their annual contest
The precipWith the Harvard eleven.
itation was light, however. The gridiron at University field was covered
after practice yesterday and was in
good condition.
While Harvard was conceded by
many . critics to have the strongest
team, both on the offense and de
fense, Princeton supporters were deall
and
took
nearly
cidedly optimistic
the Harvard money offered at odds
varying from 10 to 6 to 4 to 3. With
one exception both elevens were said
by the coaches to be in excellent con.1.
H. Baker, the Tiger quardition.
terback, is on the injured list, having
hurt his knee earlier in the weels during practice.
The Crimson squad, accompanied
by six coaches and the usual retinue
of trainers and rubbers, arrived 4n
Princeton shortly before noon, having
spent last" night in New York.
d

I"

both failed to make the ball' carry to
the posts. It was a clean game, fair-ly well payed, considering the condi-- j
tions. Harvard assumed the offensive
in the last part of the game and with
one or two exceptions her goal was
not in danger.
Unfavorable Conditions
Under unfavorable weather conditions Harvard and Princeton met this
afternoon In their annual football battle. Bain fell quite heavily at in- -'
tervals during the forenoon, and at
1 o'clock there was another
heavy
shower.
Princeton won the toss and defended the north goal. Harvard kicked
off over the goal line and Princeton
ran the ball back 33 yards, Glyck
carrying the ball. . Law immediately
line and
punted to Harvard"s
Harvard ran it back eight yards before the Crimson runner was downed.
The Tigers fairly outplayed Harvard
throughout the first period, and the
spectators went wild with delight or
groaned according to their sympathies,
as the sturdy Princeton linesmen stopped Crimson plays or opened holes
for the Orange and Black backs. Twice
Princeton was close enough to try for
field goals, but both attempts failed
and neither side scored before the
BIG COTTON CROP
quarter ended.
Nov. 8. Cotton ginned
Washington,
Princeton went at the visitors' line
to November 1 amounted to
prior
with renewed determination in the
bales, the census bureau anBecond period. Glyck and then Streit
nounced
today. Round bales Included
smashed through for successive gains
Island 41,762. Ginning by
Sea
61,820;
of ten, two and five yards. Then
states:
Baker suddenly switched his attack
to a swingshifL The play gained two Alabama, 1,012,940; Arkansas, 1,602,-48Florida, 47,317; Georgia,
yards and Harvard took the ball on
Louisiana 221,900; Mississippi,
downs on its
Immediately
line,
North Carolina, 385,225; Okticking to midfleld. Princeton punted 567,713;
lahoma, 536,015; South Carolina, 861,-19and then lost five yards for
Tennessee, 173,925; Texas, 2,- the first penalty of the game. Har
vard returned the punt and stopped a 950,439; all other states 46,204.
fake formation. Law's kick was Ginnings of Sea Island cotton by
blocked, Harvard recovering on the states: Florida, lC.3211; Georgia,
South Carolina, 1,878.
line. Two plays gave
Tigers'
Blight gains and Brickley kicked an
easy field goal from the Tigers'
MITCHELL TO RETIRE
line.
Wash., Nov. 8. John MitchSeattle,
Punt followed punt after Princeton's
said today that
ell, the labor leader,
kick-of(
but the kickers duel was he'
ago his intena
announced
year
broken by the spectacular play of the
a
first halt when Mahan caught Law's tion not to accept again
of
Federation
American
In the
punt, and protected by good interferall
his
colleagues
that
and
Labor
ence, sped 50 yards to the Princeton
line just as the Bun broke knew long ago of his determination
through the cloud3. Score end first to retire.
For the past. three years, said Mr.
half: Harvard 3, Princento 0.
Third period: Both teams changed Mitchell, he had been lecturing on so
to dry uniforms. Baker kicked off ciological subjects on the CbautauIntendand a punting duel between Law and Una and other circuits, and he
more
still
to
ed
in
future
give
the
Baker fumbled
Hardwick, ensued.
'
one of the kicks but Glyck recovered time to such work.
1
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24,-57-
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TO TRANSFER FRANCHISES
N. H., Nov. 8. Governor
Chicago, Nov. 8. Directors of the
Felker today honored the requisition Western
league faced some Important
of the state of New York for the ex- business in their annual
meeting, to
The be held this
tradition of Harry K. Thaw.
afternoon, a discussion
case is now transferred automatical- of the
proposed change in the circuit
ly to the federal courts, where a writ beng
among the possible subjects on
s
of habeas corpus on behalf of Thaw-i- the
President O'Neill was
program.
pending.
positive no change would be made beThe governor based his decision on fore next
year, but a movement in
the indictment returned against Thaw favor of a transfer of several franin New York county, which charged chises has been under
way for some
him with conspiracy to escape from
time, it is said.
the insane asylum at Matteawan, N,
Y., to which he was committed after
PRINCE KILLS CHILD
his second trial for the killing of
Pottsdam, Germany, Nov. 8. A
Stanford White.
old girl knocked down by an auThaw made his sensational flight tomobile in which Prince Frederich
on August 17, and a few days later Leopold of Prussia was driving near
Can- here today, died after the prince had
was arrested near Coaticook,
The
ada.
conveyed her to a hospital.
Thaw's attorneys announced they child darted across the street In front
would immediately file an amend- of the- motor .car too late for the
ment to their petition for a writ of driver to avoid her.

(Muncy vs. Clough, 196 U. S. '372, decided in 1903). In that case it was
decided by a unanimous court that
the proceedings in matters of this

kind before the. governor are summary in their nature.
"The person demanded has no constitutional right to be heard before
the governor on, eiiher question and
the statute provides for none. To hold
otherwise would in many cases render
the constitutional provision, as well
as the statute' passed to carry it out,
wholly useless.
"I have nevertheless, owing to the
urgency of the demanas or his counsel
men in whose integrity I have confidence and for whose opinion I entertain deep respect given Mr. Thaw
the fullest possible opportunity for
the expression of their views. With
profound respect, therefore, I am unable to view my duty in the premises
as including an investigation of Mr.

CITY EDITION.

10 ANSWER

ma mm w
ENJOINC ASSESSORS FROM RAISOF
ING THE VALUATIONS
GRAZING LANDS

Judge David J. Leahy yesterday
issued an injunction restrainassessors of San Miguel and
the
ing
Mora counties from making the raises
ordered in the valuation 61 grazing
lands in both counties ordered by the
state board of equalization for purposes of taxation in 1912. The plaintiffs in the action were property
owners in Mora and San Miguel counties.

Last year the boards of commis-sitniei- s
oi t,he two counties, basing
their figures upon the returns made
by the taxpayers, fixed 'the valuation
of grazing lands at 40 cents an acre.
Shortly afterwards the state board of
equalization ordered the Mora county
grazing lands to be raised to not leas
than 75 cents an acre and the San
Miguel county lands to not less than
50 cents an acre. Believing this ac
tion to have been unfair, the property owners began the action in court
which resulted in the issuing of the
injunction yestertlay.
The manifest unfairness
of the
equalization board's action was most
apparent at the boundary line between
San Miguel and Mora counties. On
one side of an imaginary line the
land was taxed at 75 cents an acre,
while on the other it was taxed at 50
cents. The action of the board was
attacked, too, because it fixed the figures at "not less than 50 cents" and
"not less ' than 75 cents" in the respective counties, while it is author
ized only to fix actual and not minimum values.
The Mora county taxpayers who
were plaintiffs in the action were the
Butler estate, Captain W. B. Brunton,
Dr. W. R. Tipton, the Union Lafid
and Grazing company, William J. Lucas, S. Vorenberg, A. O. Jahren, Vicente Mares, J. P. Van Houten, J. A.
Charles E.
Drake, Louis Kroenig,
Blattman and several others. The
San Miguel county property owner
to

resist the

equalization

toard'a

or-

ders was the Red River Ranch com'
pany. Spiesa and Davis represented
all the plaintiffs. William G. Hay-doand "William J. Lucas were associated with them in the Mora county
case.
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gling over the lino at Naco of a large
HAS shipment v rifle ammunition.
il
Er. Henry Allen Tupper, a field
of the International Peace Forum
of which.
Taft is an honorary vice president, was In Tucson,
Ariz., today on a mission whch was
said to have some direct connection
with the anticipated investigation by
Washington authorities. Dr. Tupper,
accordng to rumor, is an unofficial
I
WAITING representative of
Secretary of Stale PEDRO ARM JO SHOT FROM AM
MEXICAN
BUSH WHILE LEAVING THE
Bryan. Military activity of the constitutionalists in Sonora state, where
AGUILAR CAMP
,
the federals still remain in the extreme south, has been suspended unWITH
AN
HOPE til relations between the Washington WAS
OFFICER
,
fnd Mexico City afhverments come to
a head.
J
BULLET

STRIKERS

of-c-

KILL

COM FROM

MEXICAN

IIIIERTA

MINER

UNITED

STATES
IS
NEXT MOVE OF THE

PRESIDENT
CONSTITUTIONALISTS

d

Concord,

habeas corpus, application for which
was made soon after Thaw was arrested in this state after his deportation from Canada. The original petition was based on the allegation
that Thaw was indicted for conspiracy by the Duchess county grand jury
and it was suspended pending the
governor's decision on the question of
extradition.
Because the extradition has now
been granted on the strength of the
New York county indictment, it will
be necessary to amend the petition
accordingly.
Li granting tiie extradition Governor
Felker said in part'
"By tne petition of IKtvernur Glynn
and the accompanying papers it appears that the grand inquest of the
county of New York has duly returned iut( open court an '"indictment
against Mr. Thaw. That' is sufficient
to warrant the arrest, arraignment and
tual of the respondent, if he may be
found within the state wherein the
indictment is pending. It is furthermore sufficient to establish that Mr.
Thaw is if found in any state or
country while such indictment is
pending a fugitive from justice.
"The provisions of the federal constitution and the acts of congress enacted to give force and effect thereto
as construed by the court of last resort on such matters, limit me to 'the
consideration of the questions: (1)
Whether the person demanded has
been substantially charged with a
crime, and (2) whether he is a fugitive from justice. Such was the decision of the supreme court of the
United States in the most recent case
wherein a sister state demanded of
New Hampshire the interstate rendition of a person within her border

8, 1913.

the accused."

.

lii'i'i.l.-lai-

it begins to
as though

board of equal
ization is unpopular.
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the ball, Law punting out of bounds
45 y'.rd :v.ark.
to Harvard's
Harvard tried
a forward pi.'-- 3
which
grounded, and another exchange of
punts put the ball on Harvard's 48
yard line. Holding cost the Crimson
15 yards and Law ran the resulting
kick back 15 yards to Harvard's 49
yard line. A delayed puds helped
Harvard
Glyck make a first dovr.
threw buck the next uilaek and with
HAMPSHIRE
EXECUTIVE
BRICKLEY'S FIELD GOAL IN SEC- 15 yarns to go Baker made a forward NEW
DECISION
BASES
OND QUARTER IS THE
ON
NEW
pass which was successfully caught,
but failed to gain the distance.
ONLY SCORE
YORK INDICTMENT
Three punts followed, Baker making a fair catch on the Crimson 46
BLOCKED KICK WAS FATAL yard mark. He tried for a field goal, GOES
FEDERAL COURT
TO
but it failed to carry beyond the 6
vard zone, Brie.uey catchi.i, and run
HAD NOT LAW'S PUNT
GONE
THE ESCAPED SLAYER'S HEARING
35 yards before Lamberton downning
WRONG PRINCETON WOULD
ON A WRIT OF HABEAS COR-PUed him. Undiscouraged by this fine
HAVE BEEN SAFE
IS NEXT
work the Tigers continued their des- ;
After an exchange of
Iperate
RAIN SPOILS THE CONTEST!"
IS
CONSPIRACY
CHAHOED

OVER

NOV
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THEY THINK AMERICA
TO GIVE

THEM
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THAT STRUCK MAN NAR
ROWLY MISSED MARSHAL
J. T. DAVIS

IS ABOUT

FORMAL

Mexico Nearly Bankrupt
,'
Mexico City, Nov. 8. Provisional

President Huerta, it was learned inl
authoritative circles here today, has
A
BATTLE
AT
CHIHUAHUA
FOEEES
STILL
STANDS secured sufficient British
capital to
operate the Mexican government at
FEDERAL
FORCES
HOLD OUT least until the end "6T the present ATTEMPT IS MADE TO WRECK
month.
FAN HOUSE, WHICH WOULD
AGAINST THE ATTACKS OF
The funds are said to have been
CRIPPLE THE MINES
THE REBELS
obtained through the efforts of Lord
Cowdray, head of the Pearson
edro Ami
Trinidad, Col., Not. S.
Washington, Nov. 8. No announcements were made either at the White
The financial situation here chang- jo, a miner who has been working ia
House or state department today as ed slightly for the better today. Some the Aguilar district, wag killed shortto the progress of the negotiations banks are putting out silver. Among ly before noon today bj a shot fired
being conducted by Charge O'Shaugh-ness- y the callers received by John Lind', from ambush on the outskirts of
Aguilar while .being escorted ut-.- o
and John Lind in Mexico City President Wllson"s personal
were the bishop of Mexico town, by Marshal J. , DaMa.
to bring about the retirement of HuerDavis had just rescued. Armijo from
and1 General Fernando Gonzalez, one
ta,
of strikers a,nd was assisting
a
Mexican
crowd
officers
in
the
oldest
the
of
intimabeen
there
have
Though
him in getting put of danger. An
tions, official and unofficial, that army, who recently retired.
Italian who was accompanying Davia
Huerta would reject the American dereceived a slight scalp wound.
No
Diaz
Gave
Order
on
the
next
is
dependent
mands,
step
Paris, Nov. 8. General Porfirio
the receipt of an absolute and final
Armijo had come into town earlier
answer. In the meantime diplomatic Diaz has not sent a telegram asking In the day to purchase groceries.
surrounded by a crowd of strikpressure from many quarters is being General Huerta to resign nor has he
to the Mexi- ers and was being roughly handled
brought to bear with hope for the suc- forwarded a cablegram
can provisional president in any other when Marshal Davis interfered. The
cess of the negotiations.
President Wilson went golfing ear- sense, declared 'a member of the strikers refused to give up the miner
household here until the officer agreed to conduct
Mexican
ly today. Secretary Bryan said he
today, when told of the report pub- him to the edge of town and see to
had nothing to say.
lished in the United States to the ef- it that he did not come back.
fect
that General Diaz had telegraphThe strikers then fell back with,
Chihuahua
Stopped
Reports from
General Huerta to retire the exception of two Italians who folEl Paso, Tex., Nov. S. Federal ically urged
for the good of his country.
lowed close at the marshal's heels.
troops were this morning placed in.
Persons who know the
The quartette had just reached the
offices
of
in
the telegraph
charge
said that any such sugges- outskirts of town when a rifle shot
Juarez and all news from the south intimately
tion to General Huerta would be rang out of th.e hills and Armijo fell
was closely guarded Information of
inconsistent with the fiated res- dad". A second 'tfbV'6lruek"oiie Vf
conditions in Chihuahua, which rebels wholly
olution of General Diaz to take no the Italians, Inflicting a slight wound.
claim to have taken, is withheld, those
in Mexican politics.
The body is in the hands of the
who have formerly been able to get part
i
.
coroner. General Chase has received
information being prevented from
Germany Is Consulted
a report of the occurrence.
learning anything.
Nov. 8. The American amBerlin,
The American consular office, which
The authenticated
version of an
James W. Gerard, called at
has heretofore been able to get infor- bassador,
attack
strikers
the miliby
upon
the foreign office today and conferred
mation, has today been without news for some time with Dr. Alfred Zimmer- tary guard at Forbes early today were
from the interior. Federal officials
y
of state for for- received this morning by Adjutant
man,
say official news has been leaking
declin- ueiieiai John Chase, tiling from the
The
amDassador
affairs.
eign
through the telegraph offices and that ed afterwards to discuss the subject hills began at 11:30 o'clv.cii, ihe sliota
they propose to stop the leak. It is of theconference, but it is generally (eing directed at the iuit noiibe. The
denied by them that Chihuahua has believed
here It related to the Mexican tire was returned auu the attackera
surrendered to Villa.
retired.
situation.
Villa not Successful
At 1:30 o'clock this morning the
Otto Kueck, German consul at ChiatUck was resumed and the guards,
huahua, Mexico, today telegraphed to
succeeded in driving away the party
BATTLE CENTENNIAL
German Consular Agent Max Weber
8.
local
a
second time. Several shots Btruck
Nov.
The
Ala.,
Talladega,
here that the battle at Chihuahua patriotic and historical societies have the fan house, but no one was struck.
has been fought for 36 hours and the r.iado arrangements for an appropri- It is believed that the object of the
federals rave succeeded in repeatedly ate celebration tomorrow of the one assault was to destroy the fan house
driving the rebel forces of Pancho Vil- hundredth anniversary of the battle and cut off the mine ventilation,
la back,
of Talladega, one of the most impor- tuereby tying up mining operations.
The rebel loss is heavy, the Ger- tant conflicts of the Creek Indian A searching investigation of the
man consul says, and the damage to war. The battle was between about
is being made today.
the city has not been great. The dis- 2,000 mounted Tennessee troops unPreliminary steps for the military
patch says Villa has 7,000 men and der General Andrew Jackson and a occupation of the mining districts
it leaves the impression that the fight- force or 1,000 or more Indians led west and south of Trinidad were taking is still in progress today.
en by General Chase upon his return
by Chief Weatherford.
. Manuel
Chao Killed
The battle occurred in the eiirly from Denver, where ho was Called
M. E. Dlebold, irspector of Mexican
morning of November 9, 1813, the yesterday to attend a meeting of the ,
consulates, received advices through Americans having been notified of
Stark-viliCentral Castro at Juarez this after- the attacked by a friendly Indian who military uouiu. The camps of
Segun-dsqiiib, Morley, Valdez,
noon, that Manuel Chao, one of the had escaped from Fort Talladega, in
pnuiero, Cokedale, Tercio and
rebel leaders in the attack on Chihua- the
guise of a hog, he having encased several smaller properties will be
hua, was killed today in the fighting himself in a hog skin and run several
military protection.
before that city. 'The dispatch also miles to meet the
troops of General
There will be no withdrawal of.
said that the principal rebel battery
Jackson.
from the Walsenburg and
on a hill overlooking Chihuahua was
The troops entered Talladega from troops
rendered
Ludlow districts and an ample force
silenced today .and the guns
the north side of the city, the road
useless. Fighting at Chihuahua conwill be left at the Trinidad camp to
still bearing the name of Jackson's
tinues this afternoon.
reinforce any detail at outlying points,
Trace. The generals aiding Jackson
were Coffee, Bowie and other noted it assistance is needed. Cavalry wui
Carranza Expects Recognition
continue to patrol the streets oC
Indian fighters. The principal streets
Trinidad at nighL
Nogales, Sonora, Nov, 8. General of
Talladega to this day bear the
Venustiano Carranza appeared unus- names of men In
Summarizing the situation
this
the conflict.
ually optimistic today regarding the
The Indians left more than 200 dead morning General Chase announced
revsuccess of the constitutionalists'
on the field, and it was supposed they nis complete dterminatioa to "corn-ha- d
olution, which he heads.
as many more wounded. About ;il"6 the entire district at once." The
Ditspatches from his agents at a score or Americans, including three National Guard is being recruited and
Washington and New York indicated officers, were siaiu. By their dfeiea!
norses are; ceing purchased tor
that official Washington wanted to the Indians forever lost their supre- the use o? the cavalry. Unless warknow the exact extent and strength
macy in this section. After the battle rants to meet immediate .expenses
of the insurrection against the Huerto the are at once signed by the auditor of
surrendered their
thoy
ta government. This Carranza and Incoming settlers, who rights
founded the Itate, General Chase announced, manhia followers interpreted as strong In
damus proceedings to force tiie actioa
city of Talladega.
timation that the Wilson administrawould be instituted at ouce.
tion wag considering recognition of
Several earn pa this morum.s anthe Mexcan insurgents.
CITY OFFICERS INDICTED
nounced the return of large number
Such action the rebel chief con
St. Louis, Nov. 8. Eight indictments
siders would Insure the success of the were returned today against nine of- of striking minora to work,
R.' E. Corey, at Segundo was atrevolution, and he asserted ha could ficials and former officials of East St.
relieved of hia rifle and fit".!
field.
111.,
the
whicn
men
tacked,
into
the
100,000
Louis,
grand jury,
by
put
.
tllS TUO'I'
,
Carranza was cheered greatly today has been investigating charges o; mu- Upon )' Still
'
a
t
to
cordiu
;
successful
smugnicipal graft.
by the news of the
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equalization have lived here for from
2 to 30 years, knowa that the alfalfa
DAILY
lands in Chaves county are among
the most valuable. If not the most valESTABLISHED 1879.
uable, lands in the entire state. We
all know also that these Chaves lands
are so productive because of longer
Published by
seasons and better climatic conditions,
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
when, compared with San Miguel
(Incorporated.)
lands, that they produce rom one to
two crops more each, year than, our
.Editor. lands.
M, M. PADGETT.
Furthermore, the Chaves coun- THE KAISER'S COUNTRY WITNESFrom the acknowledged leaders in the mating: of attractive wais-ts-,
cos"
i
with
per-blessed
artesian
Is
belt
INAUGURATION
ty
SES
OF UN!.
and furs, we have secured the exclusive right to sell their
dresses
tumes,
manent water, and we are not. These
VERSITY SPORT
productions in this city, with the mult that you will find here the prettiest
things are all known to every person
and most desirable garments of this sort.
16
years
In the state who is more than
Berlin, Nov. S. The first intercolthe
of
the
old.
meeting
Before
July
legiate athletic meet ever held in, GerThis does not mean that we confined our efforts to securing designs in
Entered at the postofflce at East
board of equalization it would have many took place at Leipsic during the
high-price- d
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmerchandise alone, for we carry many waists and house dresses
been perfectly fair to assume that the recent festivities connected with the
mission through the United States
at
extremely moderate prices
members of that board knew them centennial of the "Battle of Nations."
mails as second class matter.
however,
that
meeting,
also. Since
Dr. Alvin C. Kraenzlein, the old AmCome in and let us show you the largest , most complete line of women's
any such presumption has been shown erican hurdler and broad Jumper, now
ready-to-weas
garments in the city.
unwarranted
to be so violent and
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
In charge of the development of Gera
were
time
this
Carrier
if
to be laughable,
Dally, by
man athletics for the Olympic games
1 ."5 to
Per Copy
laugh. Look at what they have here In 1916, was present, but if he
.15
One Week
done In their work of adjusting and
hoped to discover any hidden talent
.65
One Month ,
equalizing so as to bring about "sub- for the German team In 1916 he was
'
7.50
-Ons Year
stantial uniformity" throughout the
disappointed. All the events on the
Daily, by Mail
state.
short program, except the high Jump,
'.
-J6.00
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tant mothers.
by English entrants.
ing of Friday, September 26 of this
Lookin gforward to 1914 the sportyear. Mrs. Mildred Allison Rexroat
calendar
contains tentaing
of Chicago, a teacher of tango danc- and created a tremendous sensation tive dates for already
another
round of Davis
ing, was lured to a dark spot near by giving detailed accounts of the cup tennis and international polo. Sir
Wayne, 111., murdered by being chok- numerous crimes which he claimed Thomas Lipton's fourth attempt to
ed and shot through the head and to have committed. A careful inves- lift the America's
cup will be a featthen placed on the tracks of the El- tigation by the police authorities es- ure of the
year in sport. The English
gin, Joliet and Eastern railroad, tablished the fact that many of Spen- amateur and professional
golfers will
where a train mangled her body. The cer's alleged confessions were mere again invade1 the states and American
crime was discovered by the engineer fiction, as there was no record of any entries are assured for the
English
of the train which ran over the body crimes like those which he describ
championships. The winning of the
of the woman and he promptly noti- ed, that had been committed at the balloon race trophy assures a renewal
fied the authorities. The sheriff of times and localities designated by of the air classic here next autumn.
Du Page county swore in a hundred him. Later Spencer recalled his al The Amateur Athletic Union will send
deputy sheriffs who searched the leged confessions, hut the authorities a team of athletes to Athens for the
whole county for the murderer.
are of the opinion that Spencer, al- - local cycle Olympic games to be held
The body of the victim was crushed though some of the alleged crimes there next spring and othor minor
recognition, but by means of were probably only figments of a drug- - ternatlonal competitions, such as ca-- a
bracelet and her bag, containing her crazed imagination, really did
archery and cricket, are
and some papers, the v'ctim was'mit some of .the other crimes which sured.
,
In fact the spirit of international
identified as Mrs. Rexroat. It was 'he confessed.
also ascertained that the woman, had' 'When Spencer was arraigned be-- competition can be said to continue
been robbed of her money and of the fore Judge Slusser of the Du Page without interruption, since several
valuable jewelry she wore. It was 'county court he was not represented American teams are preparing to
learned that the victim was known by a lawyer. He refused to plead leave for foreign shores this month,
as Mrs. Allison, but that she had 'not guilty and demanded that he beThe two professional baseball teams,
been divorced from Mr. Allison, her tried on the spot and sentenced to representing the major leagues in their
first husband, and had recently mar- - death. He refused to employ coun- - round the world tour, will uridoubted-rieE. A. Rexroat, a farmer near sel and became greatly excited when ly attract wide attention, but the
to: Judge slusser appointed Lawrence Giants and White Sox will not be the
Macomb, 'ill. She was supposed
make her living as a dancing teacher, P. Conover ot Hinsdale and John W. ouly American athleMc'representatives
com petition dur-an- d
The police, followed several clews Leedl'e of West Chicago to represent to depart for 1
two
the
first
weeks'
while the
lng
made several arrests, but the ar- - the prisoner. The judge declared
v.BJa
rested persons were able to pruve himself ready to hear the case with-,alibis and not until some time, during, cut a jury and then and there if greater numeral strength when they
depart from Vancouver on November M
i
AtA
t
nM i s
i,
19, the Amateur Athletic Union track
cago police succeeded in arresting the prisoner refused, saying that he
iand field team and several American
Henry Spencer, who is said to be a j fully understood the motive of the tennis
players will also be followed
Bohemian named Shortna, ..following,' court, which he believed to he to
with
interest
in their invasion of Ori-- j
a clew furnished by some friends of sentence the prisoner to life imprison-th- e ental and
fields. The ath-- I
Australian
murdered woman.
It appeared ment Instead of pronouncing the
letes are scheduled to sail for Mel
that Mrs. Rexroat had an appoint-- J death sentence upon him. He
bourne on November 12, and William
a man named Spencer fored upon a jury trial 'and a special
Elia Fottrell and possibly
the evening of September 26. She venire was summoned for next Mon- - Johnston,
one or two other California tennis ex- was to accompany him to Wayne to day. Since then Spencer has chang- pertg wm ,eave for (he 0rient about I
teach a tango class which he said he ed his mind and has employed a law- -' the Barne
tjme
had formed there. The woman and Iyer, Anton Zeman, who will make ev-- j
The chle obiect
.Tohnston's and
Spencer were seen by several persons ery effort to win the case for Spen-- Fottrell's trip is to play in both the
near Wayne who furnished a good de- cer. He will, it is (believed, rely doubles and singles matches of the
.
upon the plea of insanity and will at- - tennis championship of the Orient jh
scription of the man.
After his arrest Spencer was taken tempt to show that Spencer came tournament to be held at Manila, on
to the Cook county jail and there he from a family tainted with insanity January 3 to 12, This tournament is
later made a full confession of the and had suffered a serious injury to of more than usual importance this
murder of Mrs. Rexroat, giving all the his brain while a child.
season because of the high class
details of the case and a graphic deentry list expected. The! leading
James M. Lynch, the new labor leading players of Australia, Japan,
scription of the murder itself. He also claimed that he had committed a commissioner of New York, has been China and the Pacific coast have been
number of other murders and rob- president of the International Typo- invited1 to compete and to date the
beries In various sections of the state graphical Union for thirteen years.
percentage of acceptances has been
most encouraging Johnston and Fottrell will also visit Honolulu, Yokohama, Shanghai, Kobe and Nagasaki
during their tour, playing practice and
exhibition matches wherever possible.
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treatment and a remarkably recom
kidney medicine is Doan's
v.t'n:t-Pills!
Las Vegas is no
exception.
The proof is at your very door. The
fallowing is an experience typical of
the work, of Doan's Kidney Pills In
East Las Vegas.
H. A. Seelinger, 307 Grand Ave,
East Las Vegaa, N. M., says: "A short
use of Doan's Kidney Pills proved
their worth in my case.
can recommend them as a reliable remedy fot
backache or any other troubles, caused
by disordered kidneys. I base my higb,
opinion of Doan's Kldne Pills on personal experience. Several years ago I
gave Doan's Kidney Pills my endorsement, telling how they had relieved
me of pain and lameness across the
back, as well as toning up the kidneys.
I will be thankful for the benefit 1
have had and will recommend Doan's
Kidney Pills at every .opportunity."
For sale by, all dealers. Price 50
mended

Foster-Mllbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv.
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Many people in a misguided effort
get rid of kidney backache, rely on
plasters, liniments and other makeshifts. The right treatment is kidney
to
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The camera is rapidly earning a
place ol importance in athletics and
sport competition bojth in America and I
abroad. No contest or match of real
interest goes nnphotographed', and
the readers of newspapers and magazines are daily brought face to face
with the heroes of the diamond, football field, tennis court and aquatic
sports. During the past two seasons,
however, the lens has been found capable of filling a more useful field in
the realms of amateur pastimes and
recreations. The wielder of racquet,
mashie, or oar can see his own faults
In playing form clearly illustrated.
This ability to depict the strong
and! weak points of individuals and
teams in sports and games has been
discovered to be of much help to
coaches and instructors. Consequently the camera Is being constantly called In action by those who direct the
activities qf the college, club and unattached athlete. Photographs or the
crews In training at Cornell and Columbia are taken each season and I
thrown on the canvas in enlarged1
form while the coacheB point out
faults In watermanship. The same
system is used in the development of I
several of the big varsity football
teams.
Even the moving picture machine jf
is found of assistance. The German
Olympic commission, which recently
spent a month investigating the Amer- -

ome aown to we omce
and make your selection
from our beautiful Urn

engrave or print them,
so don't put it off too
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This year's model has improvements
making it the best heater ever made.
Gives quick, glowing warmth where and when
you want it Easily portable. No smoke. No
smelL Safe, clean, convenient Rewicking simplicity itself. Burns nine hours on a single
Flat font insures steady heat
gallon of oiL

OIL COMPANY
THE CONTINENTAL
(Incorporated In Colorado)
Denver
Cheyenne
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The Trigonian Literary society was
School Children
Rumors of An
the guest of the Philomathean society
Engagement Heard.
Enjoy Evening Party.,
Announcement has been made of
Last Saturday evening at the lr. i Wednesday morning. The program
IN
TO
the engagement of Miss Marie Louise of Miss Margaret Larkin, the members was one of exceptional quality and
Dunn to Mr. Wallace
Watson, ac- of the Star and Crescent Literary so- was greatly enjoyed by the members
to
Information
in La;i ciety of the eighth grade of the Castle of the Trigonian society. The program
received
cording
Fielding Addresses
this
week.
Mr.
Watson
Vegas
at
pres- school enjoyed themselves at a de- was as follows: '
AN
HAS
MtCOHMlCK
SUL'Xr
The University Club
ent is visiting at Rociada, the home lightful Halloween party. Games Piano Duet
"The Motion Picture and Its Pos- of Miss Dunn, and
IMPORTANT' PLACE WITH
Frances Meyers and Caroline Green-bergeconsequently wan. typical to this season were In vogue
as au Educational Factor" not confirm the
sibilities
MELBING'SCOMPANY
rumor. As the In- and late in the evening refreshments
was the subject discussed at last formation was
received from a relia- were served. Present were Mr. and Debate: Resolved that the
night's meeting of the University club ble source the many friends of the Mrs. Rufus Mead, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Wilson Tariff i3 a Benefit to the
The matter of au Interview with S. at the Y. M. C. A. Romaine Fielding,
r
R.
Mrs.
Mrs.
young
William
take
for
Bowen,
it
people
may
Larkin,
Country. Affirmative, Sylvia
granted
Uarrot lucCormick, private secretary manager
the Lubin Motion
of
and Sadie Tooker; nogative,
to Romaine Fielding, was not a mat- - Picture company, gave an interesting that their engagement has been an Claude Lewis, Miss Edna Bland, Miss
Olive Anderson and Ruth Conrad.
Mary Sands, Miss Margaret Hineman,
ter easay arranged, quo no aouut w address upon the BUbject. Mr. Field-- ' nounced,
Mies Dunn is the daughter of Mr. Miss Olive Nlsson, Miss Alice Renens-burg- , Sextette
The Gypsies.
L
the objection to publicity for themgaW thQ movlng piCtUre can be and Mrs. Richard Dunn of
Miss Henerietta Kauffman, Miss Newsy Notes
Carroon
and
Rociada
Gladys
.
.
ma
in
mnerent
emu, mougu
solves,
jwMini, the public, and is is well known In Las Vegas. She has Nell Crozier, Miss Edith Wright, Miss
.
decision.
Judge's
ever anxious to spread printers' ink
being so used. He said the better visited here often and has resided in Essie Pepperd, Miss Isabel Bustos,
Critic's report.
3n the behalf of others.
classes of producers are endeavoring New Mexico practically atl her life.
Miss
Edith
Miss
The
debate was excellent and showTooker,
Myrtle
Mr. McCormick, needless to say by to
Mr. Watson has been a resident of Keene, Miss Violet Flaiz, Miss Mil- ed a careful study of the subject.
put before the publio pictures
the foregoing, is a newspaper man, which are instructive and beneficial. Las
TSS'
Vegas, for the past several years dred Myers, Mr. B. E, Edmonds, Mr. After hearing many convincing arguthough intermingled with his career According to Mr. Fielding, the public and is
Mr.
decid,
Matt
the Santa Fe Rail-McCall,
Harry North, Mr. ments on both sides the judges
in the causo of the press, he baa seeks amusement and entertainment. way employedasbya
train dispatcher. David Dougherty, Mr. Herman Bacha-rach- , ed in favor of the affirmative.
company
of
realm
the
Thespius, It is necessary to furnish these ele- He has
(served in
Mr. John Sundt, Mr. Miguel
many friends and is popular.
though never back of the curtain; al- ments in moving pictures, hut it is
c
The orchestra, under the direction
Sena, Mr. John Lewis, Mr. Harry
vivid
ways in advance, painting with
Wells, Mr. Lawrence Linn, Mr. Elmor of Miss Marguerite Cluxton, is adpossible and the constant aim of Sorosis Met With
colors the glories of the organi?atlon
McCullough, Mr. Charles McCullough, vancing nicely and soon will be able
high class producers to include with Mrs. Norman Skinner
that was to follow in his wake or act- thee elements a thought or a lesson In
of the inclement weather Mr. Earl Gibbs and Mr. Miles Stand-ish- . to play at all the entertainments.
spite
ing as general manager of severa! of which will remain with thinking per- on Monday, Sorosis . members were
This organization is the best that the
You cannot write a check that cannot be raised Write us
America's largest playhouses.
sons to their benefit and that of their out in force to attend their meeting
school has had for many years.
of
and be convinced
McCorm;c: came from the staff
friends and associates. Mr. Fielding at the residence of Mrs. Norman Mrs. Fishburn Is'
4
tho Denver Times to join Mr. Field- declared the producers will furnish Skinner.
Nell
Sanders
We
Miss.
that
Surprised.
Delightfully
regret
NEW
ing's company. In conducting the pictures of a high standard Just as
Mrs. Garfield Fishburn was delight- was forced to return home last night
Mrs. Leon Durham read a paper
ot
that paper, soon as the
The result of
photoplay department
years experience will give absolute propublic makes a demand on "Jewish Holidays'" and told of fully entertained last night when a by the serious Illness of her brother.
his wide knowledge of film matters, for films ot that character. He said
her
of
her
number
friends
return.
soon
is
that
It
she.
surprised
may
hoped
and cents in two colors; the quickest
dollars
tectionWrites
many Interesting customs in connecand insight into the business, its mag- the
men of every commun-it;- - tion with them. Mrs. F. r. Williams at a birthday party. Music and other
thinking
method known
nitude, future and needs, made him
Saint Michael's college of Santa Fe
should assist in creating a
spoke on "Recent Excavation in Bible entertainment provided by the visitors
in
was
a much quoted authority on subjects
to
and
the
order
in
a
late
the
Normal
has
game
evening
challenged
for the best grades of pictures. Lands" and showed how discoveries
PRICE $35.00 DELIVERED WHY PAY MORE
ot the photoplay.
refreshments were served. Present of football. It is not known whether
Mr. Fielding's remarks were great- - made there confirm a Bible
narrative. were Mrs. G., E. Sutherland, Mrs. Ed the
He also is a photoplay wrlght of no 1."
boys will accept it as nothine has
SULLIVAN & ARNGLO, GEN. ASTS.
The club members engaged in a
enjoyea ny me mewutu ui iub
L. E. been done in football for this year.
Mrs.
Mrs.
F.
mean caliber, having to his credir lub.
Lewis,
Maxwell,
his address a sjeneral discussion on "The Jew as Denieted
Made
following
by G. W. Todd & Co. famous Mies, of Tho Protectograph
Mrs.
Sulover
Mrs. George
Bell,
a number of feature plays. His tend discussion - was Indulged in, H. P. in Literature."
Anionsrh,-athe
Charles Spidell, Mr. and Mrs. J S.
Next week the committee chosen
ency has been to spectacular subjects Browne leading off with remarks mentioned were
Rebecca Nelson, Jr., Miss Henreitta Bi'oL'ehl. from the faculty will decide upon
Shylock,
In which his imagination, no doubt infrom the standpoint of the theater Pagan, Daniel Doronda and Ben Hur. MisB
Amelia Brefeld, Miss Aita Fish-turn- , those of the girls' glee club who are
fluenced by his newspaper training, manager.
bad effects on their little stomachs trading was dull with prices easy.
roems from Byron's "Hebrew MeMr. Russell Nelson. Mr. Harry to go to Albuquerque
during the and bowels. Foley's Honey and Tar Later
has given scope to vivid coloring of: The members of the club present lodies"
were read by Dr. Alice H. Rice
prices rose on an advance of
Weils, Mr. K. R." Selover and Mr. Alva Thanksgiving vacation.
dramatic themes.
exactly fills this need. No opiates, IVs to 1
in the close at Buenos
were George H. Kintal, G. C,. Cornell, and Mrs. R. R. Larkin.
Fishburn.
no sour stomach, no constipation folMr. McCormick i3 a southerner by O. C.
Dr. E. B. Shaw, William
'
At
finish the1 market was
the
ingg,
4
V
use.
Stuffv
colds,
lows
Its
wheezy
met
The junior class
Wednesday
hirth, although a westerner by asso- Springer,
Earl Showalter, Rufus Sunday School Class
are
all
and
croup
firm,
unchanged to a shade net highbreathing, coughs
Reception for the
evening and adopted a class pin. Plans quickly
ciation and inclination, having been
O. G. Schaefer and er.
helped.
Meade, H. P. Browne, Harry Cutler, Has Social Session.
it
but
wrere
Woman's Club Officers.
talked of,
for a picnic
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
a resident of the western states for Rev. E. C. Anderson, Rev. J. L. Imhof
A firmer tone in corn developed
The minister's Sunday school class
The retiring officers of the Wom- has not been decided when this will
a number of years.
of the First Christian church held
on
Colbert C. Root and P. H. Le Noir.
the rally in wheat. The close was
rebe given.
its an's club will be hostesses at a
An enthusast in the matter of phoSTOCK EXCHANGE
to
NEW
YORK
at a net loss of
easy
social
to
afterregular
last
be
monthly
at
Wednesday
ception
given
night
looks
through
toplay, McCormick
New York, Nov. 8. The stock marOats sank with other grain after
the home of Mrs. S. F. Hemler on the noon at the Commercial club in honor
Basketball Game
is. turnThe
department,
typewriting
of
liri'.-h- t
the
classes at the future
Mora road. After a good, live social of the newly elected officers of the ing out the best work that has been ket closed weak. Opening with some starting unchanged to
cent
and Dance Friday
screen drama, seeing in its wide aplower.
Next Friday will occur, one of the time refreshments were served and club, to which are bidden all members done for a number of years. The degree of firmness, today's
peal and almost marvelous evolution
affairs of the fall season when the class returned home. Those pres of the club and Los Vegas ladies who class is so large that it was necessary markets session soon reverseed its
Lack of demand sent provisions off.
from the few feet 'of comedy a few big
course and before the close numerous Opening figures were 2 to 5 cents
a ..basketball game and dance will be ent were Mrs. Johnson, Miss Jennie desire to become members of the or- to purchase five new machines.
years ago to the wonderful spectacles given under the auspices of the city Kolbo, Miss Thelma Coman, Miss Bernew low records for the present lower. The closing quotations were:
ganization.
of today, a new and powerful sphere basketball team. This will be dis- tie Leanord, Miss Ethel
This affair promises to be enjoyable
In spite of the cold weather the movement were registered. The deMiss
May 90.
Harper,
'Wheat, Dec.
in the world of amusements.
Corn, Dec. 69; May 70.
tinctly a first class aiffar, judging Wilma Anderson, Miss Eva Cook, Miss and shows the good spirit of the retir- tennis courts remain as popular as cline began with marked heaviness in
from present Indications, and will af- Gertrude Anderson, Miss Anna An- ing officers. No doubt the reception ever. The tournament that has been Xew Haven and American Telephone,
Oats, Dec. 3S; May 42.
Teaches Tango to
ford excellent amusement for all those derson, Miss Florida
Duffy, Miss will be well attended and will prove under way for the past week was call- both falling to the lowest prices in
Pork, Jan. $20.10; May $20.15.
Help Woman's Club
Edna Duffy, Mrs. R. Engels, Mr. Clar- encouraging for the new officers who ed off on account of the withdrawal of their history. Bonds were irregular.
who attend.
Lard
Jan. $10.75; May $10.90.
Tho following article appeared in
The basketball game will precede ence Gerard, Mr. Eddy Lewis, Mr. plan a most successful year during several of the contestants.
The last sales for the day were:
Jan. $10.62; May $10.82.
Ribs,
Los
the
a recent issue of
Angeles
09
the dance" and will be between two Philip Kolbo, Mr. Walter Kolbo, Mr. their administration.
Amalgamated Copper
Tribune:
Miss May Ross, teacher of English, Su?ar, bid
107 ,
fast aggregations taken from the squad Charles Kolbo, Mr. Carl Blake, Mr.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
and
Pasadena's dames
South
was indisposed Friday and unable to Atchison
90
....
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 8. Hogs,
competing for the city team. On George Robinson, Mr. J. S. Imhof
daughters, led by the sliding, gliding, account of the large number and the
meet her classes.
HEADACHY, COSTIVE,
Northern Pacific ..; .....'...'.'.'.106
receipts 1,500. Market steady. Bulk
lithesome Mrs. Robert A. Gortner,
159
of each man, it was decided Halloween Party
ability
Reading
$7.507.S0; heavy $7.607.85; pack"tan-j;o- "
to
are
going
literally speaking,
85
Southern Pacific
ers and butchers $7.507.85; lights
Tonight
by the manager that a big game Given by Livingoods
BILIOUS.
"CASCARETS"
(ho Women's Improvement asso- should
Tonight, if you feel dull and stupid, Union Pacific
La at Saturday evening at their
be played to select the lineup.
..148
$7.407.80.
ciation Into a new clubhouse.
or bilious and constipated, take a
54
This game undoubtedly will be one home Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Livingood
States
Steel
United
Cattle, receipts 700. Market steady.
and
Tablets
dose
Chamberlain's
of
Most of the society folk of the
of the fastest exhibitions ever staged were'' hosts to a number of their LIVER AND BOWELS ARE CLO- you will feel all right tomorrow. For United States Steel, pfd. ......104
fed steers ?S759.40; westPrime
suburb are not acquainted with the
GGEDCLEAN THEM TONIGHT!
here and will be strictly a clean 40 friends , at a delightful Halloween
sale by all dealers. Adv.
ern
steers
$6.758.50; southern
and
whirls
slides
of the tango
dips,
FEEL BULLY
minutes of sport.
party. During the evening many
steers $4. 75 6. 75; stackers and feed- CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
and it is this lack of knowledge upon
For Children There Is Nothing Better
Immediately following the game, games of interest were played which
Chicago, Nov. 8. Uncertainty char- iers $7.257.75; calves $610.
which it is expected the projected
A cough medicine for children must
box.
Get a
the dance will start. Mrs. Simison, made the affair most enjoyable. Late
acterized
the wheat, market today, and
Sheeep, no receipts. Market steady.
colds
and
without
club building will be raised a unique assisted
their
coughs
Sick headache, biliousness, dizziness, help
were
John Cook as drummer, in the evening refreshments
by
foundation, indeed.
will furnish music for this part of served Those present: Mr. and Mrs. coated tongue, foul taste and foul
Mrs. Gortner is going to teach the
the evening's entertainment and will G. M. Cary, Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Pea- breath always trace them to torpid
'
'
'
women of South Pasadena the dance:
her usual excellent dance pro- cock, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. McKelvy, llivqr; delayed, fermenting food in the 6
play
ll
vv;,
!
bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
they are going to pay her for doing gram.
TV?
f P-"-! s P prj. !T7i r- TSl
Dancing will be charged for Mr, and Mrs. W. M. Jackson, Miss
ino; the money raised in this way is
matter
in
the
Poisonous
clogged
a
cents
dance and Ruth, Martin, Miss Louise Wells,
at the rate of five
going into the clubhouse fund of the dance tickets will be furnished. The Miss
Nellie Wells, Miss Alpha Stew- testines, instead of being cast out
into the
improvement association. The
of admission to the game and art, Miss Louise Watrous, Miss Hilda of the system is
woman's beautiful home Is for price
blood. When this poison reaches the
Miss
cents.
Florence
25
Eva
be
will
the dance
Jones,
Lewis, Mrs.
the time to be a tango academy par
conTickets have been on sale for the Alters, Mr. Hugh ."Trainer and Mr. delicate brain tissue it causes
excellence.
sickand
that
'
dull,
throbbing,
gestion
past several days and an unusually I.ee McCullough.
"Why, I just adore dancing," was
ening headache.
sale has resulted. No doubt the
large
Mrs. Gortner's rejoinder to a stateCascarets immediately cleanse the
attendance will be large, and the Missionary Society
ment made by a friend to the effect
remove the sour, undigested 6
stomach,
a
guarantee of
generally good time Holds a Meeting.
rj
and
food
foul gases, take the excess
that she wa3 very courageous to fulfilled.
The Missionary society of the First
adopt such a means of helping the
Methodist church met Wednesday bile from the liver and carry out all
building fund. "When Mr. Gortner Miss
with Mrs. Leon Durham at the constipated waste manner and
afternoon
and
Delgado
a
and I were in the east a month ago
an unusually delightful session. The poisons in the bowels.
Mr. Armijo o ,Wed
'.',.
will
A
we learned every one of the very
Cascaret tonight
surely
Invitations have been issued for the subject for discussion was "Japanese
.latest
straighten you out by morning, rh y
were
steps at the country club
talks
Several
given
Missions."
to
Miss
of
Delgado
Eugenia
box
work while you sleep a
dances we attended, and I can't think wedding
Mr. Luis E. Armijo, which will oc and a musical program followed. Mrs,
of anything more delightful I could cur
Mrs. Mabel Hall from your druggist means your head
and
O'Malley
Charles
at
10
o'clock
at
Monday morning
number. clear, stomach sweet and -- your liver
teach my friends and those of the the Church of Our
Lady of Sorrows. gave a delightful Japanese
a Jap- and bowels regular for months. Adv.
Improvement association."
sang
Miss
O'Malley
Josephine
at
Rev. Father Gilberton will officiate
a
Mrs. Gortner assures all that the
Japin
pretty
be of
to
the wedding. In the afternoon at 2 anese song, dressed
,
"rag" dances, those Texas o'clock a reception will be given at anese costume, while Miss Ruth
life
of
go
Summerlin
are
Tommies and such of a year ago,
the home of the bride for. the imme- Brown and Miss Audrey
NORMAL NOTES
of
o!d owl
ulte passe, as, of course, they al diate relatives and friends of the gave a similar selection. Refreshserved at the close of the
were
ments
ways were; and she is desirous that
Hi
Mr. Armijo and his bride
couple.
nobody confuse the tango steps of the will leave in the
afternoon.
a
on
short
evening
Miss Maude 'Abbott left Tuesday
hour with the ,t movements which
honeymoon trip.
her home in Tularosa by tbe way
for
at
hrought all steps other than the deux
Miss Delgado is the daughter of Dinner Party
of
my and Santa Fe. Miss Abbott
Home
temps and valse under propriety's Mrs.
Felipe Delgado and a sister of Fleming
ticket on the way between
'her
lost
'
Mrs.
and
Mr.
.Imn.
Thursday evening
Mr. Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of San
8 herel'and Lamy, but through the kindat
entertained
A.
Mrs. Gortner Is a sister-in-laof
Fleming
Miguel county and mayor of Las Ve- George
ness of railroad officials was allowei
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Gortner of this
o'clock dinner at their home. The afgas. She Is a charming young womto continue on her way to Santa Fe
debut
decidedly
and formerly resided in Santa Fe.
Specials
Monday's Specials
an and has many friends in this city. fair was informal,
and con-- !
the dinner cards where she purchased a ticket
She is well known In Las Vegas, havChildren.
For
Per
Mr. Armijo is the eon of Mr. Enrique lightful. Following
Pair
Present at tinued on her way home.
entertainment.
ing visited here several times during
deputy assessor for San Mi- furnished were Mr. and Mrs. ChesArmijo,
her residence at the Capital City. This
Saturday Night Only
county. He is court interpreter this affair
The draftmanship department unand Mrs. W. E. Kaser,
article appeared In the Saturday is- guel
Is preparing plates
for the Fourth judicial district and ter Men, Dr.
Wash
Corneil
Mr.
der
Women's Wool Union Suits
Flannelettes, Pretty
sue of the Tribune and was accomR. Lord, Mr. Clarence Iden
is a graduate of the New Mexico Mrs. F.
for exhibition at Albuquerque during
FlemA.
Mrs.
George
a
"by
Yard
Mrs.
and
Mr.
handsome picture of,
panied
Hand Knit. Each
Patterns, Per
Mr. Armijo is and
the State Teachers' association conMilitary Institute.
Cornier.
vention which occurs there the latter
connected with Judge E. V. Long in ing.
4
4
the practice of law and is popular and
part of this month. The work Is ex,
35cDamask Towels, each
Bunch
Idea
Friday Brldgo Club
Bright
well known in I. as Vegas.
cellent and will compare favorably
Meets With Mrs. Lucas
Has a Good Time
of
the
schools
with that of the other
Saturday Night Only
The Friday Bridge club met this
The Bright Idea Bridge club met state.
Jewtsh Lad s
W. E.
Mrs.
week with Mrs. W. 3. Lucas at her To
with
afternoon
yesterday
Gi(t a Dance.
session. Follomc on Eighth street. The game
The sophomore party last Saturday
ine jewisn laaios are manning a Gortner for a delightful
Pnjoyoble and frosting. Re- ThanUgivlng dance to be give at lowing the game refreshments were night was a great success in every
Best Dress Ginghams, 27
llaish Comforts, Full Size
iresiiments were served. , Present ?he. armory. This promises to he a served. Present were Mrs. Charles way. It .was one of the prettiest
Extra Light. Each
Inches Wide, Per Yard
r,; 'l's- S. VuU
Mr,
affair. The Jewish s.v.l.'tj A. Spies. Mrs. Ilallctt Raynolds, parties that has been given at the
All Colors & Sizes, Per Pr.
Mrs. A. R. Talley, Mrs. hm-pMr. S. B. DavisJ, Jr., Mrs. B. J.
Normal for some time. During the
an autumn fiance, annual
T. :,::'.''s, r; s. George A. Fleming,
Mrs. Herbert Clark, Mrs. W. evening several Interesting games
always enjoys- a lmpe patronage,
.Saturday Night Only
W. L. ITu" nond, Mrs.
E. Gortner, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. weri played, after wb'ch refreshStephen full orchestra will tarnish music
Mre. v. .1. I 'i n.
hi ;e Hoke and Mrs. Elmer Vcoder,
ments were,sarvcd.
this bail.
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KEEP YOUR EYES WIDE OPE

interest you. Some
See where these specials should
without
through
seeing any its opportunities Be
people
our Saturday night a.nd
and take advantage
a wise
Monday Dvrgevins.

.

May's
20c
14c

25c Iron Ciad Hose

19c

Towels

23c

15c

-

:

s

e,

lie

1.75

551.40.

554.00

25c Men's Lisle Sox
19c

S3.29

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

PERSONALS

PASWiEiilRM 5,000
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J. C. Dunson of St, Joseph, Mo., was
- a business
visitor in the city today.
C. D. Miller of Raton arrived in the
city last night for a short business
visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Ancy WIest came in
this afternoon from Wagon Mound
for a short visit.
A. G. Green came in yesterday evening from his home at Albuquerque for
a short business visit.
Mrs. A. E. Martin left this afternoon
for Shoemaker, where she will be on
business for several days.
H. B. Burrall of the Gallinas forest
nursery came in last night for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
Seaberg, proprietor of the
Hugo
Seaberg hotel at Eaton, came in last
night for a short business visit.
For violin and piano lessons see J.
Earl Crltes. Phone Main 351. 924
Columbia avenue. Terms reasonable.
Adv.
S. Bervin of Nersbrand, Minn., is in
Las Vegas and will remain here for

the winter. He may locate here permanently.
All millinery goods going below
cost until our stock is reduced new
goods received weekly. Mrs. Stand-- i
Adv.
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for
the New Meixco division of the Santa
Fe railway, was a business visitor in
eh.

the city today.
G. R. Floyd of Sharonville, O., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon
and plans to locate here for the remainder of the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. George Selover were
among those who left this morning
for the A. A. Sena ranch to witness
the big wild west exhibition.
for
E. E. Sprague, representative
the Spirella Corset company of Mead-ville- ,
Mo., was a business visitor at
the local dry goods houses today.
Judge W. J. Mills left this afternoon for Santa Fe, where he will attend the funeral of Adjutant General
A. S. Brookes, which will be held tomorrow.

Schirmer, a dining car inspector
for the Fred Harvey system, came in
last night from his headquarters at
Chicago for a short business visit in
Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. C- E. Mesler of Stanton, Mich., arrived in Las Vegas last
night from their home and will remain in Las Vegas for the remainder
of the winter.
Henry Essinger, a well known commercial man of Santa Fe, came in
last night and left this morning with
an automobile party for the A. A.
Ser.a ranch, to witness the wild west
exhibition.
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector of St. Paul's
Memorial church, left this afternoon
for Santa Fe, where he will preach
tomorrow in the Santa Fe Episcopal
church. Rev. 1 Smith, rector of the
Santa Fe Episcopal church, arrived
in Las Vegas this afternoon and will
fill Mr. Moore's pulpit tomorrow.
Mrs. C. H. Fuller of Providence, K.
I., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday
evening on train No. 9 and was joined
by her husband wh6 came in with a
racing automobile late last night. Mr.
Fuller was accompanied by William
Healy, owner of the machine, who is
on his way to San Diego, Cal., where
he will enter the automobile races.
His car is rated at 110 horse power
and is an Italian machine.
C.

-

Declare War on Colds
crusade of education which aims
"that common colds may become un- A

has been besun by prominent New
physicians. Here is a list of the
"den'ts" which the doctors say will
prevent the annual visitation of the
'V?
cold:
"Don't sit in a draughty car."
"Don't sleep in hot rooms."
"Don't avoid the fresh air."
"Dou't stuff yourself at meal time.
Overeating reduces your resistance."
To which we would add when you
take a cold to set rid of it as quickly
as possible. To accomplish that you
will find Chamberlain's Cough Remdealedy most excellent. -- Sold by all
ers. Adv.

f

MILE RECORD BROKEN

Stanford University, Calif., Nov. 8
The Pacific coast record for the
mile run was lowered two seconds on
Stanford oval today by James Powers
of the Boston Athletic association in
a paced' race. Powers' time was i
minutes , 18 5 seconds. The forsec
mer record of 4 minutes, 20
onds was held by Clyde of the Uni
versity of Washington.
4-- 5

AUDITOR'S
REPORT
Santa Fe, Nov. 8. Governor W. C
McDonald yesterday made public a
synopsis of the report of Traveling
Auditor Howell Earnest for San Miguel county, which charges county officials from 1901 to July 31, 1912,
with legal responsibility for vast sums
of money. Taxes delinquent from 1900
to 1911 amount to $359,674.35, the report charges, that the amount of taxes
abated in the year 1903 exceeded
and in 1909, $16,545, that few if
any penalties were collected.
$7,-00-

PEOPLE

SCHEDULE TO BE

FIELDING'S

CHANGED

PLAY

StNTA FE EXPECTS

Although no official announcement
has been made by the railway officials in reference to a rumored change
in the passenger schedule, it is stated from a reliable source that there
will be a change soon in the arriving
and departing time of several passenger trains. This was 'decided on in
Topeka this week at the time table
F. L.
conference. Superintendent
Myers, Trainmaster J. C. Barton and
Chief Dispatcher H. R, McKee attended this session but are not in a
position to Btate the exact changes,
as the time table has not been completed by the conference.
According to unofficial information
tiains Nos. 10, 4, 2 and 1 will be
those affected by the change. Train
No. 10, eastbound, which now arrives
in this city at 1:25 p. m. will arrive
here at 1:20 p. m. and leave at 1:45
p. m. Under the new schedule train
No. 4, eastbound, will arrive here at
12:30 a. m. and remain only five minutes. This train now arrives at 11:25
p. m. Train No. 2, eastbound, which
now arrives at 9:10 o'clock in the
evening, will arrive at 8:05 o'clock,
and train No. 1, westbound, which
arrives at 1:20 p. m., will arrive at
12:40 p. m. and remain 25 minutes
for dinner.
There will be no changes in the
schedule of trains Nos. 3, 7, 9 and 8,
according to present plans. This new
schedule will go into effect December
8, but is subject to change at any
time. The correct and official information probably will be given out
within the neyt two weeks.

in 1950.
In the

,

matter

of magnificence

in

battle spectacle and wonderful dramatic theme "The Golden. God" will
stand unequalled In the history of
moving pictures. Swift, striking action, absorbing theme and remarkable
dramatic situations, with the spectacular side, combine to make this play
one of monumental magnitude.
The battle scenes, which wffl take
perhaps three of the five reels, will
be staged within the course of two
A number of cannon, rifles
weeks.
and uniforms ordered from the factory
wl'l augment the present large equipment cf Mr. Fielding's studio.
It is expected that the staging of
these battle scenes will attract enormous crowds to the field and it is
quite likely that the railroads will
run excursions in order that the entire state may have the opportunity of
seeing the making of the biggest motion picture ever produced in America.
Las Vegas may well be proud of the
honor conferred by Mr, Fielding in
this enormous spectacle
producing
here, which aside from its advertising
value will cost many thousands of
dollars to produce, and is deserbing
and generous assistof
ance in making it attain the fondest
dreams of the producer.

held at the Commerlast night a number
who are actively incompletion of the irrigation project north of the city
discussed the. possibilities of building
the system through local management and by local money. The meeting was enthusiastic, and there was
much optimism expressed as to the
possible success of the plan.
The meeting was attended by 12
buying.
men, all owners of property or big
Mrs. Isabel Hand, wife of J. D.
business interests. The plan discussHand, and Miss Willie Burd, left for
ed was to form a corporation
a
pleasure trip to Las Vegas Saturd-da- y
entirely of business men, and,
where they were met by J. D.
with the assistance of the Las Vegas
Hand and Mr. Wallace Tipton. They
grant beard, complete the dam. It returned
Sunday.
was suggested that an engineer be se- J. W. Crawford, president of the
cured to manage the work who
school board of district No. 10 was
would take a part of the stock in the
a tnrfness visitor in Las Veas Fri-- j
This plan was merely a
company.
day.
suggestion, but met with the approval
R. P. J. Gemricher was a caller in
of all those present.
Las Vegas Saturday and purchased
Five business men volunteered to
fall stock of goods.
his
take blocks of stock amounting to
The young people met at the home
$5,000 each, and others were equally
of Mr. and Mrs. Condor and spent
as willing to subscribe what they
a pleasant evening Thursday of
A committee was ap- - quite
could afford.
week. Mrs. Condor is a verp
last
pointed to go into details of organi-Yorentertainer and the many
zation.
Final action on the matter pleasantto
which she resorted as a
things
'will be taken later when the propo- - matter of entertainment were thorsition has been definitely outlined.
oughly enjoyed by all present, who
Those present at the meeting were
left declaring the eevnlng to have
H. W. Kelly, Dr., J. M. Cunningham,
been quite an extended soiree.
D. T. Hoskins, George H. Hunker,
The dance to be given the coming
Charles Ilfeld, Charles Danziger, W,
eve is being looked forThursday
J. Lucas, S. B. Davis, Jr., E. D.
ward to with quite a bit of anxiety
J. W. Harris, Sr., Judge D. J. 'and, many
are being
preparations
,
Leahy and Stephen Powers.
made.
At a meeting
cial club rooms
of business men
terested in the

com-pose-

j

The committee appointed by the
Commercial club to fight the action
taken by the state board of equalization in raising taxation values in this
county to what is regarded as an un-- ,
just figure, met last night and made
arrangements for Becuring attorneys
who will handle the legal procedure
necessary.
These attorneys will fight the legality of the board of equalization's
actions and likely will secure an Injunction against the assessor of this
county, restraining him from making
any raise in the tax rolls.
The sentiment against the equalization board's action is strong. Nearly every man feels that the heavy Increase
in valuation is unjust, and Is willing
to spend any amount of money to see
that justice is secured. The general
opinion is that New Mexico will cease
to be looked to as a state of agricultural possibilities If the taxes are
raised and values not equalized. Every man who looks for a new location where he can engage in agricultural pursuits or the cattle business
looks first at the tax costs.
If he
finds them unjustly heavy he will locate elsewhere.
With New Mexico in its Infancy as
a progressive and prosperous state
the action of the board of equalization would make condition most critical, according to the statement of
several local business men this morn-

ing.
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DAWSON CONCERN PAYING DAMAGES TO WIDOWS OF MEN
WHO PERISHED

g. Ogle, the land man who re
turned this afternoon from Dawson
where he has been on business for
the past several days, stated that two
more bodies were recovered from the
Dawson mine yesterday.
Mr. Ogle
stated, that the debris is being clean
ed up as rapidly as possible and that
the Phelps-Dodg- e
people are treating
the families of the dead miners most
liberally. The company is paying
to the family of each, miner kill
ed, with $100 additional ..for each
child. ; The families of the miners
who were killed also are given transportation to any part of the world.
During his stay at DawBon Mr.
Ogle,; visited & building where the
dead miners had been identified, vile
learned from the man In charge of
this department that many of the
miners who were killed carried their
bank roll with them each day. One
miner was found with $239.40 on his
person, while many others also
similar amounts of money.
"The management of the company
is now making a thorough examination of the cause of the disaster," said
Mr. Ogle. "It is sparing neither time
nor money to discover the real cause
and thus prevent future disasters."
W.
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Cleofes Romero.
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IlilCANS'

10

FLIGHT

standing of subordinate national unions will be taken up, and some longstanding fights between rival organizations will be discussed.

MEET IN

TODAY'S

SEATTLE

CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY ARE AMERICAN
FEDERATION
OF LAHELPED OUT OF MEXICO
BOR WILL "CAN" INDUSTRIAL
BY GOVERNMENT
WORKERS

Charles Jenkinson, special representative of the department of state
of the United States and of the American Red Cross society, arrived in
Las Vegas last night to be a guest of
Judge and Mrs. E. V. Long. Mr.
Jenkinson is on his way to Washington, D. C. from Mexico, where he has
been employed in removing Americans
from the disturbed country. He left
this afternoon for Kansas City and
later will go to Washington.
In regard to the Mexican situation
Mr. Jenkinson stated that he knew
little of the present conditions, as he
left that country last month. He helped remove 250 people from Mexico
during his Btay there, and had numerous thrilling experiences, This is
his third trip to Mexico as. a special
representative of the government and
each time he has assisted hundreds
of Americans from the country. He
stated this afternoon that uumerous
Americans now are leaving the country of their own accord, realizing the
unsettled and dangerous condition of
affairs.
The government pays the transportation of all Americans to the American
line or the nearest American
seaport and from there pays their fare
to any city in the United States. The
greater number of the Americans are
taken up the west coast to San Diego
or San Francisco and there take the
railroads to their homes in this country. Those taken from the east coast
are sent to Galveston and some,
though few, are brought to' this country by way of El Paso.
Mr. Jenkinson is connected
with
Boaz Long, son of Judge and Mrs. E.
V.
Mr.
Long, in his department.
Long is at the head of the Latin-- j
American department, of the depart- ment of state.
Partial census of the working women of Minneapolis and St. Paul is to
lie made under the direction of the
state minimum wu?e commission to
ascertain wage's and home conditions.

Seattle, Wash., Nov. 8. The largest
congress of labor leaders ever held
on the Pacific coast, so far as the
numbers represented and the interests Involved are concerned, will be
gin in this city Monday with the opening of the annual convention of the
American Federation of Labor. Near
ly 2,000,000 organized workingmen in
the United States and Canada are
sending their delegates several hundred in number to represent them.
The convention will have as its
special' guests secretary of Labor William B. Wilson and Messrs. Gwynne
and Greenall, two well known English labor leaders who have come
over as fraternal delegates from the
the British Trades Union congress.
Secretary Wilson will deliver an address before the convention.
Among the well known labor lead
ers who will be in attendance, In ad.
dition to President Samuel Gompers
and the other general officers of the
federation: President John p. White
of the United Mine Workers, former
President John Mitchell of the same
organization, President James Klrby
of the United Brotherhood of
Carpen
ters and Joiners, President A. p. So- vey of the International Brotherhood
of Bookbinders,
Secretary-Treasure- r
J. W. Hays of the International Typo.
union,
President Sam
rapnncai
Griggs of the Journeymen Stonecutters' association, and President Frank
Ryan of the International Association
of Bridge and Structural Iron Work-ers- .

E.
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Wyoming vs. Denver.
At

TODAY'S RESULTS
Final: Navy,

Annapolis

Bucknell,

MtlH

i

At Lansing, Mich. Final:
41; Mount Union, 7.

M. A.

The "Perfection" Adjustable Form
No. 18
This is the oldest adjustable form
on the market, is well known and. in
all respects'
It can be adto
the required size with quickjusted
ness and ease. Has separate adjustments for each part, and bust can be
enlarged from 32 to 4S inches with
other parts in desired proportions. Can
be raised or lowered to suit any
length of skirt.

At Evanston End third quarter:
14; Northwestern, 0.
At Columbia End first period:
Missouri, 0; Drake, 0.
At Lawrence End second period:
Kansas 0; Washburn, 0.
At Madison End third quarter:
Wisconsin, 12; Ohio State, 0.
At St. Louis End first period:
Washington, 0; Rolla, 0.
At South Bethlehem, Pa., Final:
Lehigh, B0; Swarthmore, t).
At Madison, Wis. Final: Wisconsin, 12; Ohio State, 0.
At Ithaca Final:
Michigan, 17;
Cornell, 0,
At Syracuse Final: Syracuse
4;
"New York
University, 0.
At New Haven Final: Yale, 17;
Brown, 0.
At Philadelphia Final: Dart ti h
34; University of Pennsylvania, 21.
At Baltimore Final: Carlisle Indians, 61; Johns Hopkins TTnfversnv,
0.

well

jElf ANY

"a
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ADJUSTABLE DKESS FORM. IT I
IS INDEPENDENTLY AND SEPAP vrFfYADJ!"

11.50
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itm thi

ABl
.

K

IN EVE1Y PART TO ANY

1 NlSbLi PAH

IV

PERFECTION

SAPf

UHLbb

"

.

DRESS FORMS REPRESENT

ECONOMY. EFFICIENCY. CONVENIENCE.
AND SERVICE. THEY ARE ALWAYS 1HL titbT
VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY!

The "Improved Favorite" Adjustable Form
This Form has recently been im-- .
proved; with several new features and
brought up to date in. line with all
our other forms.
The four parts of the collar are of
stamped nickeled metal without solder
and skirts are of flat nickeled steel
rivited and also without solder, making the Form practically indestructible.
This form is opened in four parts
or sections, and is adjusted at the
neck, waist and hips. It can he raised
and lowered to any desired skirt
length.

'

PRICE S8.50

J

,

Established

186&

A

T

Las VoadhQC&ip&Shro

i

C,

Chicago,

mm

THE STYLISH DRAPED I ASHIONS OF 10-DACAN BE EASILY AND QUICKLY CARRIED OUT IN
DETAIL AND WITHOUT NEEDLESS FATIGUE OF USUAL
STANDING UP ORDEAL BY USING A PERFECTION FORM.

PRICE

70;

7.

.

AND FITTING IS MADE EASY BY
THE USE OF A PERFECTION DRESS FORM.
THE INITIAL COST IS REALLY SMALL.
0
IT WILL LAST A LIFE-TIMf HOIKS

Mines.

Messrs. Gwynne and Greenall, two
known English labor leaders,
have arrived in the United States to
Questions of unusual importance represent the British Trades
Union
are scheduled to come before the
congress at the convention of the
convention. The operation of the American Federation
of Labor.
new workingmen's compensation laws
In the various states will be discuss
One hundred thousand miners In
ed. Moral and financial
support Scotland have been granted a wage
probably will be extended
to the increase amounting to six cents a
striking miners in Colorado and Mich- day.
igan. Plans to extinguish the Industrial Workers of the World as a
The Order of Railroad
trades union movement will be con
added ncarlv 1.000 new mamho
sidered.
Questions
affectin.
thf.jto Its rolls in September.

DRESSMAKING

(iKANDMOTHtR'S

FOOTBALL

Harvard vs. Princeton.
Dartmouth vs. Pennsylvania.
Yale vs. Brown.
Chicago, vs. Northwestern.
Kansas vs. Washburn.
Drake vs. Missouri.
Washington vs. Rolla Mines.
Cornell vs. Michigan.
California vs. Stanford (rugby).
Utah vi Colorado.
Indiana vs. Iowa.
Colorado College
vs.
Colorado

$1,-00-

league postponed .its
meeting till next week at whlchTtime
many important matters will come before the house for discussion and settlement and' each and all are urged
to be present.'
Three more pupils were added to
the Onava school this week, which
speaks much for the interest and
works that is manifested
by their
parents in sending them each day for
."'
duty.
is
Thanksgiving
coming and we
A cable dispatch states that the po
shall be able to enjoy our hoarded
are organizing
licemen of London
treasures, which we have garnered
under the name, of the Metropolitan from our
farms and during that entire
Police Trade Union.
Two new laws, passed at the last
good day we will eat of the most
session
of the Minnesota legislature,
luscious from our bounteous store.
The largest tree in the United
of vital importance to the workmen
States is said to. .be the "Mother of
ne-worKwomen. nave recently
.!.
9n
d! in no,.L, MUM
VIOIII
illbMIIICa
the Forest," a giant redwood in the
Torment thousands of people daily, come operative. One Is the workmen's
the Calaveras big tree grove In Cali- Don't be one of these sufferers when compensation law and the other is
fornia.
It is supposed to contain for so little cost you can get well rid- th ,
requiring the safeguardingf of
There of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills be- machinery and dangerous conditions
140,619 board feet Of lumber.
their
from
the
work
gin
very
good
are, however, many claimants for the first dose.
They exert so direct an of employment, as well as protection
honor of being the "largest tree" and action on the kidneys and bladder in cases of fire
the "oldest tree," and these claims, that the pain and torment of bacfe-achrheumatism and kidney trouble
according to foresters, can not al is soon
Work has been commenced on the
dispelled. O. G. Schaefer and
ways be verified.
new San Francisco labor temple.
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
strike of 1,500 telegraphers em
ployed on the Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific railroad has been averted
by the mediators after' a' long conference presided over by G. W. W. Hang
er,.' assistant commissioner of media
tion and conciliation under the New- lands act. The railroads have In
creased the wages about 5 per cent,
which means nearly $45,000 per year
gain for the telegraphers.
A

Savings Habit Means Soxind Sleep. Good Digt tion. Good
Judgment a.nd Mvnly Independence
OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WIT-

The committee of the Commercial
club will solicit from the business
men and tax payers the money with
which to bring the test case and from
the strong sentiment expressed this
morning there will be little dfflculty
in raising the necessary funds. It is
the plan of the committee to take
ONAVA
this matter to the courts for perOnava is a hustling place and it3 manent
settlement. The attorneys in
inhabitants are of a forensic nature, the case will look toward
that end.
each lending herculean efforts enThe various counties all over the
semble for the desired goal.
state are looking into the matter and
Rev. C. A. Schilotterbeck, the super- soma have started
action against the
intendent of home missions in New board of
Within
equalization
the
'
Mexico for the United, Brethren next week
all the counties will
nearly
in
and
Sunday
church, spent Saturday
have entered the contest, it is believour city. We welcome him in our
ed, and the local business men feel
midst. ''
that, the equalization board's action
Quite a number of cowboys from the will be declared
,
illegal.
Pecos spent a while in our city last
ex"broncoa
few
week and gave
hibits, that were very entertaining.
Mr. and Mrs. Condor .went to Las
Vegas Saturday to do their winter

THE

Th

PROTEST

Fielding's wonderful five-ree- l
production of "The Golden God,"
which was first announced in last
night's Optic; Cavalry, infantry and
militia, seething mobs of men and
women will typify the great conflict
between organized capital and the
awakening spirit of the people in one
gigantic struggle, which, according to
Mr. Fielding's play, reaches its crest

F01I PROJECT
COMPLETING
SYSTEM IS

UNITED

TAAAT10 N

At least 5,000 people will participate
in the gigantic battle scenes in

BUSINESS MEN MAKE

SCHEME FOR
IRRIGATION

NOVEMBER

THE GREATEST MOTION PICTURE ACTION TAKEN AT COMMERCIAL
EVER MADE IN AMERICA TO
CLUB THURSDAY NIGHT IS(
BE STAGED HERE
APPROVED

TO MAKE AN-

NOUNCEMENTS WITHIN THE
NEXT TWO WEEKS

PLANS

CITIZENS

SATURDAY,

I

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,
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corner; TRACT NO. 13N. From tie
northwest corner Just described,
N. 69 dog. 01 min. Vv. C!0
thence
(n the District Court for the Fourth
FOOTBALL NOTES
4
to
the northwest corner of tins
feet
Judicial District of the State of
r
now
tract
described; thence S. 24
New Mexico, sitting within and
to the
33 min. W. 2967 feet
deg.
for the County of San Miguel.
The Cornell squad lias been practiccenter
thence
the
of
River;
Sapello
ing at night by electric light in the Isabel R. Hand, Plaintiff,
"N.
S. 69 deg. E. 206 feet;
thence
versus
imsebali cage at Ithaca.
24 deg. 33 min. E. 2967 feet to the
Comnever
Ranch
The placita
Cooney, tlie Yale lineman,
fence of Placita Ranch Co.; thence
He pany; ' James D. Hand;
Yias been so active as this fall.
N. 69 deg. 01 min. W. 206 feet to
handles his weight with unusual speed. The- Town of Las Vegas;
northwest corner. TRACTS NOS.
the
,
Trevor Hogg is playing the same Board of Trustees of the
15N ANDV15S:
From the north-wes- t
brilliant foootball with the Princeton Town of Las Vegas; The
corner
just described, thence
freshmen that he displayed while at Union Land and Grazing
N. 67 deg. 02 min. W. 255 feet to
Andover.
Paul Butler;
Company;
the Northeast corner of this tract beButler Ames;
Pennsylvania, which has been set- Blanche
thence
ing described;
continuing
Charles C. Catron; and
ting a lot of scores this season,
along the fence line of Placita Ranch
to round out the season by Unknown Claimants of InCo., No. 67 deg. 02 min. W. 1129 feet;
terests In the Premises Ad- whaling both. Michigan and Cornell.
:
thence N. 64 deg. 00 min. W. 1800
enown
West Point has, not
very verse to the Plaintiff, De27
min. W.
66
deg.
"
feet; thence N.
much to Indicate that the. soldiers are fendants.
1274
to
northwest
corner,
feet
the
on their way to break the Navy's (Said premises being the
marked by a sand
which
is
point
and'
victories
1911
In
of
des1910,,
string
and and real estate
H ;
stone
monument marked
3912,
cribed in the complaint
thence S. 23 deg. 15 min. W. 1750
A3 Dartmouth plays no big games in this
action.)
feet to the center of the Sapello
et home, the Hanover rooters have To Paul Butler; to Blanche Butler
PrinceRiver; thence S. 58 deg. 45 min.
to
to
been compelled
journey
;mes; to the Town of Las Vegas
E. 3S0 feet along center line ot said
ton or Philadelphia to see their foot- und to Unknown Claimants of InterSome
ball warriors perform.
river; thence S. 23 deg. 18 min.
traveling. ests In the Premises Adverse to the
W. 4025 feet to the north boundary
of
the
eleven,
Captain Hoge,
Army
Plaintiff, (said premises being the
of the land of Panora Land Co. ;
and Gilchrist, the Navy leader, both land and real estate described in the
thence along said north boundary
end.
Flay
complaint in this action), being cer
due east 2990 feet; south 660 feet;
Wagner, Pittsburgh's star football tain of the defendants in the above
east 774 feet to a monument; thence
player. Is not related to Honus Wag- entitled cause:1
N. 20 deg. 25 min. E. 764 feet to
the
Pirate
ner,
shorstop.
You and each of you are hereby
the fence of Diego Trujillo; thence
The Harvard eleven has been ex- notified that an action or suit to quiet
along said fence N. 75 deg. 57 min.
tremely fortunate this season insofar title has been commenced against
W. 143 feet; N. 25 deg. 45 min. E.
as injuries to players are concerned. you and each of you, together with
W.
315 feet; N. 43 deg. ' 20 min.
Wilson, of the Yale squad, who wav
ler defendants, In the above entltlthence
136
a
1003
corner;
fence
to
S.
82
min.
feet
E.
feet
a
deg.
,38
tried
rt District Court,
first
at Quarter, is makfne;
said cause or ac- N. 24 deg.
33 min. E. 900 feet to
brilliant showing as a running back.
n being entitled and numbered on along said fence to a fence corof the Sapello River;
center
the
and
ner
thence
gate;
following
Eddie Hart and "Doc" Hillebrand he docket of said court as above set
are .working overtime at Princeton 'orth; that the general objects of a fence line S. 10 deg. 06 min. W. thence S. 54 deg. 15 min. E.. 145
10 min. E,
26 deg.
trying to bolster up the Tiger rush-lin- e said action and the nature ol the re 4070 feet; thence S. 32 deg. 02 feet; thence N.
corner,
to
Northeast
2945
S.
the
200
8
feet
W.
min.
thence
deg.
feet;
for the Harvard game.
lief prayed for are aa follows: That
'
In beating both Michigan and Wis- all unknown persons who claim any 36 min. W. 264 feet; thence S. 70 TRACTS NOS. 16N AND 16S: From
E. 409 feet; thence the Northwest corner of tract 15N
consin the Michigan Aggies have interest or title adverse to the plain deg. 41 min.
min.
13
49
W. 548 feet which point is marked vjth a sandS.
middle
deg.
in
the
football
shown the best
tiff in the land and real estate des
as
monument
described;
10
80
min. W. 400 stone
deg.
west so far this season.
cribed in the complaint In this action thence N.
feet to
W.
70
N.
11,615
1
11
thence
E.
min.
deg.
S.
thence
feet:
deg.
Dartmouth is In great condition for being the same land and real estate
thence N.
of
the
nlace
of
1S04
besinning;
the
to
inter
feet
point
The
with
its game
Pennsylvania.
hereinafter described, may be made
'
1683
feet;
Green is out to duplicate its grand parties defendant in said action in the section of the fence line with the 40 deg. 14 min.. E.
1050
50 min.
E.
45
S.
R.
17
thence
T.
N.
deg.
5.
line
of
Sec.
South
batwork at Princeton iu the coming
name and style of "Unknown Claim
W.
14
40
min.
S.
thence
deg.
tle with the Quakers.
ants of Interest in the Premises Ad 17 E.; thence along said South line feet;
1683 feet; thence N. 45 deg. 50 min.
corner
1623
the
to
Southeast
E.
feet
In recognition of the great battle verse to the Plaintiff," as above set
South W. 750 feet; thence S. 27 deg. 15
'Washington and Jefferson put up forth; that the said plaintiff's title of Sec. 5; thence along the
4
450
E.
to
the min. W. 1590 feet; thence N. 45 deg.
feet
of
Sec.
..against Yale, Captain Ketcham gave and estate in the land and real es- line
W. 300 feet; thence N.
50 min.
said
section
intersection
of
of
them the football used by the two tate described in the complaint in point
min. E. 1590 feet to the
15
27
deg.
teams in their recent game.
said action and hereinafter described, line and the western boundary of a
the last above
of
Co.,
Land
owned
Lakes
Ten
beginning;
tract
place
by
Charles Brickley, the great Harvard may be established against the adan area of
contain
tracts
described
of
thence
Wm.
Frank;
along
formerly
punter, is a bad punisher of leather. verse claims of the said defendants
or
more
605.4
less.
10
58
N.
acres,
said
western
deg.
boundary
It is not an uncommon thing for and each of them, Including yourAlso 20 lots In the town of Emmin. W. 1380 feet; thence S. 84 deg.
Charley to use two pairs of shues in selves, and that the defendants In
10
360
N.
plazado as shown upon said map,
feet; thence
a F.ingle game, and then toss them said cause and each and everyone of 43 min. W.
58 min. W. 1148 feet; thence containing an aggregate of 5.4 acres.
deg.
them may be barred and forever es
aside forever after the contest.
N. 84 deg. 43 min. E. 360 feet Also 6 lots in the Plaza de los GalCaptain Henry, of Brown, received topped from having or claiming any
as shown upon said map,
a shaking up in the Gilt Edge train right, title or interest In or to the thence N. 10 deg. 58 min. W. 684 legos
an ageregate of 4.2 acres,
ot
to
center
the
containing
feet
the
Sapello
accident at Westerly, Conn., recently. said described land, real estate and
more
less.
or
thence along said center
Henry had been on the football In premises or any part thereof adverse River;
The map or plat hereinbefore
line due East 460 feet; thence S
said
said
to
and
that
plainon
hia
the
list
and
plaintiff,
experience
jured
10 deg. 58 min. E. 3212 feet to the mentioned and referred to is on file
estate
therein
and
title
thereto
"ohoochoo" didn't help his Injured tiff's
cause marked,
be forever quieted and set at rest, Southeast corner of the land of Ten in the above, entitle
leg a bit.
of Isabel R
lands
"Plat
on
showing
Land
corner
Lakes
which
Co.,
i
and for general relief;
Los
Hand
near
N.'M. V.
Alamos,
Sec.
4;
thence
The said land, real estate and the South line of
Kegulate the bowels when they fall
1913."
K.
and en
Sept.
said
Jones,
of
E
Sec.
line
south
4,
an
HERBINJ8
move
is
to
properly.
premises, hereinbefore referred to are along
"Plaintiff's Exhibit
A",
admirable bowel regulator. It helps more particularly described as fol- 4370 feet to the place of beginning. dorsed;
more
a
to
for
referred
and
is
acres
hereby
2760.4
the liver and stcmach and restores a lows,
more
or
containing
fine feelins of strength and buoyoncy.
Those certain tracts or parcels of less; Excepting from the lands particular description of said lands
Price 50. Sold by Central Drug Co
hereinbefore described..
.! land and real estate situate, lying just described, the following tracts And that unless you. the said
are
which
shown
the
upon
map
and being In the county of San
to and identi named defendants, enter your ap
Miguel,, In the state of New Mexico, hereinafter referred
'
of
Tract
Teofilo pearance In said action or suit on
fied,
and better described as follows,
20 varas
in width, and or' before the 1st day of December,
Garcia,
.
BASEBALL NOTES
Southeast
the
at
Beginning
between A. D. 1913, judgment by default or
lying
corner of Section 4, Township IT 5575 feet long,
contain- decree pro confesso will be rendered
Tracts
Nos.
12S
and
13S,
M.
North, Range 17 East of the N.
7.2 acres; also tract, of J. M. against you and each of you in said
Bill Phillips, manager of the In- P. M.; thence
ing
section
following
100 varas wide and 3275 action or suit.
dianapolis Federal league champions, lines North 2 miles; thence West 2 Aragon,
Said plaintiffs attorney is A- - T.
feet
long,
as
minfor
containing 20.7 acres,
52
been
88
pilot
has
degrees
miles; thence S.
Nos.
5N
and Rogers, Jr., whose office and postaext season.
utes W. 5535 feet; thence West 875 lying between Tracts
A.
of
J.
also
tracts
6N;
the
of
Montoya office address Is Crockett Building,
It is said that Danny Hoffman,
feet to the point of intersection
N. M.
old Philadelphia player, will purchase the North line of Sec. 36, T. 18 N., containing 62.7 acres, all In Sec. 4 East Las Vegas,
and seal this
hand
Witness
my
a
one
of
tract
small
portion
the Bridgeport Eastern association R, 16 E., with the fence line of the except
10th day of October, A. D. 1913.
also
tracts
into
Sec.
33;
extending
the
future.
neat
thence
along
Placita Ranch Co.;
jplub in
LORENZO DELGADO,
Fred Lake, Detroit scout and for- said fence line N. 75 deg. 09 min. belonging to the following persons,
Clerk
of said Disctrict Court.
5.4
.
Sec.
A.
in
4:
all
Sanchez,
20
mer Boston manager, has taken a
W. 674 feet to the Northwest cor
said
of
Court.)
0.4 acres; E.
Sena, (Seal
days option on the New Bedford ner of this tract; thence S. 23 deg. acres; F. Baca,
0.5
1.4
acres
r Miguel Sena,
acres;
30 min. W. 2018 feet to the center
Seam, of the New England league.
PILLS
and CHICHESTER
Ortega 0.5 acres;
Chicago winter league experts have of the Sapello River; thence S. 70 Manuel
X
BBANl.
wru
liftdlenil
0.55
acres.
AK
jour
Ortega
W anion.fftrandZrV
Chl.eh-ter
it doped out that Chappell, Fournier deg. 45 min. E. 940 feet along the Leandro
a
1'llls to Kea
ith Blue Ribbon. V
and Collins will compose the White center line of said river; thence N. Also the following described tracts
boxes, seated
Tnk m other. But nf Tnn. V
within
Included
the
not
land
of
for
to
a
Ask
Druffirlftft.
feet
CI) IM ifl S.TFR
next
1924
season.
30
min.
23
outfield
E.
Sox
deg.
lMAi!ONl ItltANU PILLS, for Sft
the lands hereinbefore
years known as Best, C'fest, Always KeHablfl
Manager Bill Clymer of the Buffalo point on the fence line of the Pla- boundaries of
TRACT NO. UN:
SOI flRV Ml I0GISTS EVERYWHERE
cita Ranch Co.; thence along said described,
club, who also owns the Wilkes-Barr- e
corner
of
From
the
Northwest
the
813
feet
02
E.
State
min.
69
York
S.
the
fence
New
In
league,
deg.
4,eam
la anxious to dispose of hia Wllkes-Karr- o to the Northwest corner of Tract general tract hereinbefore described
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
No. 9N shown on the map herein thence N. 75 deg. 09 min. W. 1295
holdings.
after referred to; thence S. 25 deg. W. feet to the Northwest corner of this
SIGN PAINTING
tract; thence S. 23 deg. 30 min. W.
2730 feet to the center of the SapelCause of Insomnia
Tha most common cause of insom lo River; thence running up the 1542 feet to the center of the SaN O.
nia Is disorders of the stomach and center line of said river N. 13 deg. pello river; thence S. 75 deg. 09 min.
Tablets
Chamberlain's
429 GRAND AVE.
constipation.
25 E. 470 feet along the center of said
correct these disorders and enable 35 min. W. 875 feet; thence S.
30
E.
min.
23
N.
thence
deg.
to sleep. For sale by all dealers. deg. W. 3637 feet to the quarter river;
-- Adv.
corner on the North of Sec. 1, T. 1542 feet .to the fence line of Placita
i
17 N.,
R. 16 E.; thence S.. 2670 Ranch Co.; thence N. 75 deg. 09 m.n.
FURHITUnSANO
feet to the center quarter corner of W. 470 feet to the northwest corner;
t
said Sec. 1; thence E. 1430 feet; TRACTS N03. 12N AND 14S: From
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
WITH THE BOXERS.
thence N. 1980 feet; thence N. 6 deg. the northwest corner of Tract No.
BOUGHT AND SOLO
E. 215 feet; thence N. 184 feet; thence UN just described, thence N. 75 de?
ROiWERO & RUDULPH
thence N.
N. 70 deg. W. 320 feet to the East 09 min. W. '2345 feet;
1210ZMatlonal Arm.
to
the
697
and
feet
Brown
W.
01
69
min.
deg.
Georce (Knockout)
line of Tract No. .123 shown on
from Gibbons will meet In Hudson, map; thence N. 25 deg. E. 2500 feet northwest corner of this tract; thence
feel
to the center of the Sapello River; S. 22 deg. 15 min. W. 6150
f.Yis., November 11,
e
heavy- - thence down the center line of said along a fence line to the intersection
the
Cardiff,
I'atsy
ieht boxer, has been sent to an river S. 37 deg. 30 min. E. 835 feet of the fence line if extended with
66
18 N.,
to the Northeast corner of the Plaza the center line of Sec. 35 T.
ftsylum at Salem, Ore.
MERCHANTS CAFE
thence S. 18 deg. 30 R. 16 E., thence along said line due
Bmplazado;
corner
937
quarter
to
the
feet
min. W. 765 feet alone the eastern South
The Best Place to Eat
Would Make Them Better If They line
thence
of said plaza; thence S. 55 deg. on the South ot said section;
Could
N.
thence
to
287
a
feet
- East
point;
EreaUast, Dinner or Supper
pi.p makers of Foley Kidney PIUb a min. Hi. ztt icei aioug an acea
to
fonce
E.
1620
feet
52
19
min.
have
W.
deg.
min.
36
absolutely
that they
thejnuIa. tllf,nee s. 03. deg.
ia Las Vegas
170
combination 01
feet to an east and west fence line; Thenco N. 70 deg. W.
:J"32
for kidney
E. 709 feet; thence S feet to a fence corner; thence along P C. C. CLAYTON,
'ino;
!:,hdd"r Jim.ts and urinary
E.
30
E. 181 feet; thene a fonce line N. 23 dec?. 35 min.
min.
172
to
produce.
li in D'vpsible
de.
;,rH'..
i
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
j
Placita
of
line
to
5319
the
fcot
are
Pills
Nr
E 5,9 tcl,t t( tt!f. fcxcv
T!-:i2i
is why Foley Kidney
Office
I'ostal
01
to
Next
69
Telegraph
N
deg.
'iUnno tor Trie I'i"'"" ine nf Placita Ranch Co., which RnrxH Co.; thencn
bffit
rv.
SHinfU'r ana uea
r.i'n. W. 539 feet to the northwest
ot
corner
tyv
iii
Northwest
the
point
Adr.
.

,

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
(No. 7561)

-

the land claimed by 3. M. Aragon;
thence along said fence S. 69 deg.
12 min. E. 150
feet; thence S. 64
deg. 23 min. E. 821 feet to the
Northwest corner of tract No. 3N;
thence S. 24 deg. W. 2300 feet to
the, center of the Sapello River;
thence down said river S. 64 de.
45 min. E. 180 feet to the point of
intersection of the East line of land
claimed by Santiago Aragon
and
the center of said river; thence
along said line S. 24 deg. W. 2640
feet; thence S. 76 deg. 15 min. E.
610 feet; thence N. 24 deg. 10 min.
E. 4840 feet to the fence line of
Placita Ranch Co. ; thenjee along
eald fence line S. 64 deg. 23 min.'
E. 1357 feet; thence g. 64 deg. 37
min. E. 1283 feet to the Northwest
corner of Tract No. 2N; thence S. 20
deg. 40 min. W. 1660 feet to the
center of the Sapello River; thence
a. 22 deg. 30 min. W. 3813 feet;
thence E. 1838 feet; thence N. 21
E. 3241 feet to the
deg. 29 min.
center of the Sapello River; thence
N. 22 deg. 40 min. E. 1900 feet to
the fence line of Placita Ranch
Co.; thence along said fence S. 83
deg. 40 min. E. 390 feet; thence S.
82 deg. 38 min.
E. 315 feet to the
Northwest corner of Tract No. IN;
thence S. 20 deg. W. 2290 feet to
the center of the Sapello River;
thence along said center line S. 82
deg. 38 min. E. 275 feet; thence N.
2290 feet to the fence
20 deg. E.
line of Placita Ranch Co.; thence

8,
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RESTAURANT

CAFF

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN BLE
WAYS HANDLED
'

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
1

CHAPMAN

A.

COLUMN
TOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

M.

NO. 2, A. F. A FRATEFNAL
102 Meets
Regular com-

munication first and
third Thursday In
aoh month. Tlslting
brothers cordially ln- rltad. Wm P Mill.
H, 8 .fan Petten,
Secretary.

'4 .

i
RATES

LODGE

.

ADVER

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

W. IS.,

BROTHERHOOD

NO.

every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on Doiielaa avenna
o'clock. ViBltlng members are cor
J. C. Wertz, Presi
dlally welcome.
T.
Buhler.
J.
dent;
Secretary; O H.
Bally, Treasurer.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
NO. 2,
KNIGHTS T E M PLAR Reg- - v m tfar conclave nee ; d Tiim.

LOCAL TIME CARD

1-

onle Temple at 7:11 9. n. Q.
Kliikel, B. c.: Chaa. Tamme,

Eas; Bcund

h.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
3, ROY- -

nnwn

IVIM3UIN3

JKOgUlar

Arrive
Depart
9: 3R p.
9:10 p. m. .
.11:05 p m... .11:05 p.
.
2:05 a. m... .2:10 a n
,
:45 p. tn. . . . 2:10 p
West Bound
Arrive
Depan
i 20 p. m . . . 1:45 p.
.
6:15 a.
fi; 10 a. in... .
4 20 p. m .
4:30 p. a
H 35
7:00 p. n
p m

a
a

No.
No. (
No
k.
No. II).

a

1

COI1- -

ocation nrst Monday in
eacn monm at Masonic No.
Temple at 7:30 p. ni. H. No.
R TTliVihoivf
u n . n n No.
Blood, Secretary.
No.

La;

a

.

a

.

:

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday
evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All vitHIn?

.

.

-

OPTIC

NUMSfc.

main a

ATTOKNEY30

1.

HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially Invited to attend
George a. Hunker. Chester A. Hunkei
P. D. Pries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G
Vsststeii
Attorn
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Weru
New Merle
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeir? Las Vegas.
SALESMEN
making small towns, Trustee.
whole time or sideline, should' carry
3.
w"a3iB ejus ramaeSEEa
our fast selling pocket sideline; B. P.
O., ELKS Meets second and
special sales plan allowing return
fourth Tuesday evening of each
of unsold goods makes quick easy
I
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
sales; $4 commission on each order.
avenue. Vlsftfng brothers
Douglas
Something entirely new. Write for are
cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J. jj This
'
outfit today. Burd Mfg. Co., 212
Rogers"
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
111.
Sigel St., Chicago,
Secretary.
Silver

c.

I

For YOU
elegant

SALESMEN
WANTED For
New
Mexico territory, a traveling sales- KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
man experienced in specialty adW. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
or
vertising
general lines; permafirst and third Mondays of eaob
nent position open to man worth
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
month
staand
$3,000 per year
expenses;
Ladies
always welcome. O. L Flersple, well advertised line of well
known manufacturer selling direct man, President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
to merchant; opportunity for rapid cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
advancement. Write with record. 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Box 495, Iowa City, Iowa.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
WANTED Good live agent. Address
M. T., Optic.
L. 0. O. MOOSE
Meets second au.
fourth Thursday
evening eac:
WANTED Girl. Potter Candy
month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitin,
brothers cordially invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretarj
WANTED Plain cook and housekeep- J. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 54
er for country. Wage $25.00 month.
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tuef
Address L. C. Optic offico.
day of the month in the vestry room,
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock t
m. Visiting brothers are cordially ii.
vitod. Isaac Appel, President; Charle:
Greenclay, Secretary.

Spoon
-- if you use

-

EMPRESS
FLOUR

-

FOR RENT Desirable front room in
modern home; first class German MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
board if desired. 1112 Douglas ave
Meet in the Forest of Brother!;
nue, phone Purple 5501
Love at Woodmen of thq World hali
on the second and fourth Mondays
FOR RENT Well furnished house, each month at 8
p. m. C. H. Stewan
good location, cheap if taken at Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
once. Phone Main 407.
Vlsitin
Local Deputy.
Montague,
members are especially welcoue a"''
FOR RENT Rooms over York's
cordially Invited.
'
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I

I

It 's giving you
a present for do
ing

something

at do uny
1

you

way when you
learn how Much

Becr EMPRESS
FLOUR rtalk is. I

rt

Made by GER-

MAN PROCESS
CO

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE

So

SPOON

IT

"S

GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

7

SONS'GAA
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

A

Y

(STERLING) FINISH

COLUMBUS, COUN-

RENT Cottage In desirable
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- ' urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
pered, electric lights. Low rate. Pioneer building. Visiting members
Phone Purple 5301.
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed,
comfortable, furnished
-room; no health seekers). Phone
Purple 5301.
Each Del very
or
2,000
FOR

EMPRESS
can be
tained Jn this city from

ob- -

ALL GKOCKRS

RETAIL PRICES

DENTISTS
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Less

to 200 lb.,
than 50 lbs.,

per 100 lbs.
100 lbs.

..25c per
..30c per
..40c per

to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery

1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,
50 lbs.,

.20c

More,

lbs.,

'

to-wi-f.

LOBBY

100

lbs

100 lb
.50c per 100

Each Dsllvery
Each Dsllvery

'

Dentist
Deutal work of any description ai
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main IS'
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
'
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
In damp, chilly weather there Is
always a large, demand, for.
SNOW LINIMENT because
many people who know by experience
its great relieving power In rheumatic aches and pains, prepare to
Price
apply it at the first twinge.
Sold
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
A tight feeling In the chest accompanied by a short, dry cough, Indicates an Inflamed condition in the
lungs. To relieve it buy tha dollar
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP; you get with each bottle a free
HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS

PLASTER for the chest The syrup
relaxes the tightness and the plaster
draws out the Inflamatlon. It is an
ideal combination for curing colds
settled In the lungs. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, 'storers, and Distributors of Naturai ice, the Pnrtiy
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

s
VmMB Are Best

Market Finders
Classified
those

who

d.

MIGHT

seatea oul the people to whom among ut
BIT the particular this
vorta most.

waal to sell is WORTH
087
That property r
the ads. ta tais ispaper and woaid aever
your property unless It vera a divert td Here
who re&3

ti

nriar m.ezi'

Other, who read and anaex aas. in uui
are anxious to pay mmh for) books, automobile, uw!
and furniture, articlM of tscnlneas et aa.r mn-i- ,
ai
trument.
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As the classified ads, are rend y u
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Could Not Stand Least
How Cured.
Noise

pastor.
First mass at 7:00 a.m.; second mass Munforrl, Ala.
at 10 a. m. Sunday school In English :ervous wnile
and Spanish at 3 P m., In Spanish at
3:30 p. m. Rosary an benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7 0
P--

.

school for English speaking and Spanish speaking children
every Sunday at 1:30 p. ra.
Sunday

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a! m., third Sunday excepted. Second . mass 8.30;

sermon in English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto, Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
At 4
From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra
ment At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, mass every fourth
Sunday by the pastor.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 80CIETY
Regular services every Sunday morn
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall.
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
Communion and preaching 11 a. m
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
Evening services, 7:30 p. m.
FIRST

M.

E.

CHURCH

Cor

in

-

TODAY

18

-- Princeton,

41;
12

weak, and
the
a,mt ofough
Life that
Change
I could hardly live.
My husband had to
nail rubber on all the
gates for I could not

playing against each other today:
Harvard-Princeto-

n

.

i

.

Brown,

6.
15.
4.

0.
6.
8.

Record

n

8

Yale,

Brown, 0.
PERFORMANCES
OF
FOOTBALL
1893 Yale,
ELEVENS DURING THE YEARS
1894 Yale,
.... GONE BY
Brown, 0.
1895 Yale,
Following are the comparative rec6.
Brown,
ords of the big college football teams
1896 Yale,

Record
stand it to have a
1877 Harvard, 1
goal, 2 touch4
gate slam.
"I also had back- downs; Princeton 1 touchdown,
ache an.l a fullness Princeton, l goal, i touchdown; Harm r;y ftoinacn. 1 vard, 2 touchdowns.
noticed that Lydia
1878 Princeton, I touchdown; HarE. Pinkham's Vegevard, 0.
table Compound was
1879 ;Prlnceton, i goal; Harvard, 0.
advertised for such cases and I sent and
1880
Princeton, 2 goals, 2 touchgot a bottle. It did me so much good
that I kept on takine it 8nd found it to downs; Harvard, 1 goal, 1 touchdown.
1881 Princeton, 1 safety; Harvard,
be all you claim. I recommend your
Compound to all women afflicted as I 1 safety.
was." Mrs. F. P. Mullendore, Mun-for- d,
1882 Harvard, 1 goal, 1 touchdown;
Alabama.
Princeton, 1 goal, 1 touchdown.
1853 Princeton, 26; Harvard, 7.
An Honest Dependable Medicine
1854 Princeton. 34; Harvard, 6.
is Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- pouna. a Koot ana aero medicine originated nearly forty years ago by Lydia
E. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., for controlling female ills.
Its wonderful success in this line has
made it the safest and most dependable
medicine of the age for women and no
woman suffering from female ills does
herself justice who does not give it a
ill

-- Princeton,

Yale-Brow-

1880

"1?".

i2 Harvard, 0.
12; Princeton, 0.

Harvard;
Harvard,
-Harvard,
Princeton,
-- Princeton, 12
Harvard,
-Princeton, 8; Harvard,
-Harvard, 16; Princeton.

TEAKIS PLAYING

Wife so Weak and Nervous

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian .Habeyrolle,

OF BIO

RECORDS

-- Harvard,

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

goals,

b

touchdowns;

Cornell,

3EVN

58;. Michigan,

riell, 10; Michigan,
.1892

Cornell,

44;

1894

12.

Cor

Michigan.

0.

Cor-nell-

,

Cornell,

0.

22;
Michigan,
12; Cornell, 4.
1895 to 1910 No games.
1911 Cornell, 6; Michigan, 0.
1912 Michigan, 20; Cornell, 7.

Michigan,

.

0.

Yale 6;

18; Brown, 0.

Yale, 18;

4; Brown,

N
OUT OF THE RACE

6.

Yale, 18; Brown, 14.
Yale, 22; Brown, 6.
1902 Yale, 10; Brown, 0.
1904 Yale, 22; Brown, 0.
1905 Yale, 11; Brown, 0.
1906 Yale, 5; Brown, 0.
1907 Yale. 22; Brown, 0.
1908 Yale, 10; Brown, 10.
1909 Yale, 23; Brown, 0.
1910 Brown, 21; Yale, 0.
1911 Yale, 15f Brown, 0.
1912 Yale, 10; Brown, 0.

NEGRO IS DECLARED INELIGIBLE
TO CLAIM THE WORLD'S

CHAMPIONSHIP
Paris, Nov. 7. At a meeting of the
International Boxing union at Paris
last night the world's heavyweight
championship was declared vacant on
the grounds of Jack Johnson's conviction in the American courts and his
repeated refusal to fight. Delegates
from the United States, Belgium,
Switzerland and France were present
and the action taken had the approval
of the English section of the union.

Record
Cornell, 66; Michigan, 0.
Cornell, 20; Michigan, 5.

Cornell-Michiga-

n

An,

Elimination Series

With the elimination of Johnson as

0.

10.

30; Michigan,
1893 No game.

18; Brown, 0.
28; Brown, 0. Yale, 12;

1897
1898

1889
1890

1891

191X

the world's heavyweight champion, it

will be necessary to hold a series of
bouts, the ultimate winoer to be declared champion of this class of fighters.
Prominent among the present contenders and claimants will be Gunboat
Smith, Carl Morris, Frank Moran,
Arthur Pelkey and Jess Willard, all
white men, and Sam Langford, Joe
Jeannette and Sam McVey, negroes.
However, It is safe to assume that
never again will white men and negroes meet in bouts to decide the title
and It is certain that the two races
will not be permitted, to participate in
the elimination series to decide a new
Doubtless there will be a
champion.
white heavwelght champion and a
colored heavyweight champion. By
far the most prominent contender is
Gunboat Smith among the white fighters, while Sam Langford1 appears to be
the beBt man among the negroes.
The elimination of Johnson will be
the best thing ever to happen for the
boxing game. The negro became
champion by defeating Tommy Burns,
title holder, at Melbourne, Australia,
December 26, 1908, in 14 roundB. He
then beat James J. Jeffries, July 4,
1910, at Reno, Nev., knocking out Jef

fries in 15 rounds, when the
who had retired uuileiv a
ed several years previous, trieti ...
regain the title for the white ratv..
Johnson's last fight for the champion
ship was with Jim Flynni at
July 4, 1912, tha bout beta?.,
stopped in the ninth round of a scheduled finish fight, to save Flynn from
a knockout.
Following the Las Vegas fiasco,,
since the match was so
as
to be uninteresting, Johnson began tn.
exploit himself as the husband of a
white woman. He opened a flashr
cafe in Chicago in what was known
aa the "black belt," and his troubles
then began. His white wife committed1 suicide and soon after Johnson
married another white woman, who-waostensibly employed as cashier in
his cafe. Re was Indicted about &
year ago on a charge of white slavery,,
tried and convicted and. sentenced to--'
serve a year and a day in the United
States penitentiary. He appealed and'
was released, on 30,000 bond: pending
the decision of the appeal. In thes
meantime he left the country, going to
Paris. He has recently admitted he
never intended to return to the United
States.
one-side- d

Subscribe for The Optic,

trial.

If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegeta-

'Do it Electrically"

ble Compound will hel p you, write
to Lydia E.PinkhamMedicineCo.
(confidential) Lynn.Massfor advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.

Eighth and National avenue. Rev. ill,
C. Anderson, pastor.
Presentation of Alms, Chant, (An-mSunday school, 9:45. Morning wor-hiwith sermon at 11 o'clock.
Recessional 019, "Saviour, Blessed
League, 6:15 p. m. Evening Saviour," (Coward.)
This church Is open dally for priworship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock.
A cordial invitation Is extended to vate prayer and meditation.
all who have no other place of worFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
ship to attend divine ervlces at this
church.
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
Green. Pastor.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug,
Morning worship with sermon at
las avenue and Tenth street Morn- 11 a. m.
B. Y. P. U. at 6:30 p. m.
ing worship and' sermon at 11 o'clock.
Bible study and Sunday school sesEvening worship with sermon at
sion at 9:45 . m. Society of Chris- 7:."!0 p. m.
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
The church extends a cordial ln- The church extends a most hearty tatfon to the public.
invitation to all people. Strangers
and sojourners in the city especially
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
welcomed.
Railroad and National Avenues.
Hours of service: :
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Preaching 10:45 a. m 7:45 p. m.
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
avenue, East Las Vegas.
Twenty-fiftIf you are without a church home
Sunday after Trinity,
Nov. 9, 1913.
come!
We can help you.
If you are looking for church work
Holy Communion, 7:30.
come! You can help us.
Sunday School, 9:45.
Morning prayer and sermon, 11.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
More Bottles Sold Each year
Precious
Hymn 444, "O Saviour,
It Is easy to understand why an
Saviour," (Mann.)
Increasing number of bottles of FoVenlte Exultemus Domino, Chant, ley's Honey and Tar Compound is
sold yearly. Thos. Verran, 286 Ed(Robinson.)
ward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives
Gloria Patrl, Chant, (Robinson.)
an excellent reason when he writes
ThoTe Deum Laudamus, (J. R.
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound ,
has
always proven an effective
mas.)
quickly relieving tickling in the
Benedictus, Chant, (Anon.)
throat, and stopping the cough with
of
Unending no bad after effects. O.. Q. Schaefer
Hymn 502, "Heirs
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Life," (Nageli.)

FINGER TIP CONVENIENT

.)

p

h

rem-edy-

Sermon.
Hymn 606,

"Just as

I

WANTED
Optic office

am,"

cotton rags
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Clean

'

at

EFFICIENCY EVERY KNOWN FUEL, POWER,
OR SOURCE OF LIGHT.

women fn her home may
toast bread, bake, cook, percolate
cof fee,operate her sewing machine,
A

Si
y

'I

i Whiskey
au

"Show mo your friends and I will tell you who you are," is
nnrl true. No heverace ever had such a large circle
ooir,o
of Loyal friends as Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey. Its
section Sunny Brook
popularity Is not limited to any particular
It 13 a safe, sane, satisfying
is a universal favorite everywhere.
ulant, and this, combined with Its exquisite flavor, rich mellowness,
and high tonic properties, have earned for Sunny Brook its
wide supremacy.
Sunny Brook Is bottled under the Green Government Stamp
unmistakable proof that it is straight, natural whiskey 100
U. S. Standard besides Sunny Brook carries the guarantee of the
in the World, that it is
Largett Distiller of Fine Old WhUkey
scientifically distilled, and aged, In the good, old, honest, Sunny
Brook way.

f

YET, TODAY, THE GREATEST BLESSING WE HAVE AS A
NATION IS ELECTRICITY.

What a marvelous finger

By its power we cross miles
tuid miles of country, up hill and

T

-

i

IkHJ

-

f

I

i

f

t

'.

:

1

.

facts.

grost ezrviso
is furnished by your Electric
LigM Cssntpnay at a prica
vtithin t!:Q rsitno cf cvsry
iknii this

-t-

hat's ail

V.

H

tiff

v

pecket hook" It is the cheapest convenience known to man or woman How
can you bts without it in your heme?
If your house is not wired for electricity

Its light also gives us the light which
makes our night almost day in our homes, our
places of business, and even our streets. Its
light protects us from thieves and thugs and
makes our streets safer.
Powerful, silent, imperceptible, this fluid
strength exerts its influence as wc direct and

fi

tip convenience electricity is
though everyone does not realize
it until brought face to face with

I

....

down dale, run our mills, factories,
v
vehicles, household machinery,
cool heated atmosphere and operate office appliances.

ti

the vacuum cleaner, the washing
machine, heat or cool her room at
any time, curl her hair, dry her
hair, heat the water for the bath
these and dozens of other things
she can do simply by pressing a
button or "twitching a switch."

life.

buildings, cook our foods, weld our metals, melt
our waxes, and solids, purify our water and air,
and use this marvelous current in a thousand
and one ways.

plNNYBROOK

our own patented
SUNNY BROOK Is now bottled with
ir
Twister stoppers, une iwki tm-a- n
bottle tight. No NmJ for Cork &arw.

their combinations.
Magic it would seem to our forefathers of
a hundred years ago Today 65 percent of the
population of this country uses it in some form
or other evtry day of their lives.
vianuiacturea in a generating station probably farfrom your
home or factory, it is brought to
our very door on wires, carried
herecarried there, carried everywhere, in your home until today,
the ELECTRICITY you use is a
mere incident in your modern

50 SIMPLE

It is so wonderful we scarce can realize
our dependence. It seems so real in its reality. It takes nothing from the air, gives off
neither poison or potion; yet it SURPASSES IN

street cars, onr homes and our

sx

'.j

JUST THINK I ! ! With your finger tips
you control light, heat and power, and all of

By its radiation we heat our

Fr"

"UMlMnWWw

AND SAFE THAT WE HAY
ENTRUST IT WITH OUR CHILDREN.
IS

thing in the world.

5

7J

h

with unerring accurracy. YET ITS HANDLING

is the most convenient

ELECTRICITY

consult with any electric contractor, or with a
representative of the Electric Light Company,
and reasonable estimates of the cost of installation will be quickly furnished you. You'll be
surprised at the low cost.

FOR COMFORT'S SAKE DO IT NOW.

t
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E. 'LAS VEGAS,
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MKYlilitc n. msi, ve
1HI3 Ditributor,
General

Albuquerque,

1

EIGHT

LOCAL

New Things
linQTS

1

Shelled
Size. Fancy Texas
Pecans. Fancy California Walnuts, Fancy
CeJifornifv Almonds, Fancy Virginia.
Pecans-Jumb-

o

Peanuts, Filberts

In

1

Stearns' Store
Easily Foiled
The sound of a step on the porch It
may be that of a friend or that of a
burglar. You don't know which, thus
adding the element of doubt to the
natural fear of investigating in the
dark.

In a wired house a mere touch on a

r v

switch floods the house both inside
and outside with brilliant light.
The effect is safe and sure whether
the caller be friend or foe.
Let u
EdUon

wire your house for

Mazda

Lamps, which

afford every advantage and
convenience obtainable from
electric light, at the lowest cost.

Hi

f

111:)! ins

K

Las Vegas Light &

(

Power Co.

iWnnl

Light automoible lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

Try a dram o.f Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Bourbon

The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Memorial church will meet on Tuesday
at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. E. V. Hart,

Eighth street.

The services afe3toPaul'8 Memorial
church tomorrow will be conducted
by tne Rev. Leonidas w. Smith, rec
tor of the Church of the Holy Faith
of Santa Fe.
J. H. Kelly, a well known rancher
of this county, yesterday shipped four
cars of horses to Ballinger, Tex. Mr.
Kel'y was accompanied on this trip
by Arthur Johnson. The horses are
to be sold at Ballinger.
Manager Bloom of the Hotel Ro- maine said today that the report that
the dining room of the hostelry !s to
he closed is untrue. Mr. Hite. who
has had charge of the dining room,
will take charge of the White Klicheu
cafe on Tuesday.
Owing to the warm weather we are
compelled to offer suits at ridiculously
low prices; 75 all wool casslmere and
worsted suits must be sold at once.
Price $11.95. Come early before stock
is broken. Taichert's' Clothing Store.
Correct garments for men. Adv.

The pastor of the First Christian
church will speak Sunday morning on
The Church and the Community."
This eermoa will also show the need
of the church becoming Interested in
"
community affairs. The service in
the evening will be union and held
in the interest of the Sunday school.

THE HID OF DBUBBEQY

nderwe

5:44

The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Memorial church will meet at 4:15 o'clock on Thursday with Miss J. Rich- ley, 0O8 Mam street.

1104

OXFORD FHUIT CAKE
Pound Packages and 5 Pound Tins

NLWS

THE "HAPPY DAY" POLISH MOP DOES THE WORK

..v;

'It

H
-

-

PREPARED READY FOR USE
With each mop is a 54 inch highly polished
Mahogany
Stained Handle and a 50c package of Golden Star Polish

PRICE COMPLETE Sl.SO

--- ---

For Polished Floors and Dusting

g

We al o

75 suits must be
sold at once

J. C. JOHNSEN

TAICHERT'S
CLOTHING

STORE

UNDERWEAR

THAT

EVERYWHERE

IS THE

--

--

?

These blankets are Genuine Souvehiers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

Cillo

ILFELD COMPANY

New Mex'.co Largest Wholesalers

MeaJ
CI1Y GO TO

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

are

Interest Paid en Time Deposits

Union Suit
to Fit Must
Fit the Entire
A

Secundino Romero left this morn-infor his ranch, several miles south
physical director, relieving Walter
of Las Vegas.
east
who
will
be absent from the
Burns,
city for the next month. Mr. Burns
Finch's Golden Weddinig Rye, aged
will accompany his mother, Mrs. Fred
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
Westerman, to
Rochester, Minn.,
where she will undergo an operation. you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

One of the prettiest window displays
seen In Las Vegas for several months
SATURDAY SPECIALS
is to be seen at the Rosenthal Furni
Men's shirts, pleated and sqft
ture company's store. The window
is decorated attractively with Roches bosoms, $1.50 and ?1.75 values for
ter goods. Unique displays show the $1.15, at Taichert's. Correct garments
for men. Adv.
progressiveness of a city, and the
Rosenthal company is a leader in this
CONTEST GROWS WARMER
respect.
Miss Edith Wright continues to hold
Tomorrow at the local loading sta the first place in the Jacoby vote contion Bacharach Brothers and the firm test and now has a total of 7,819. The
of Stern & Nahm will load out Las standing of the others is as follows:
Miss Ivan Bloom, 5,110;. Ciss Audrey
Vegas four cars of sheep to be shipped
to Colorado. E. Rosenwald & Sons Burns, 3,227; Edwin Rosenthal, 832;
Max Ilfeld, 711; Fred Lewis, 601; C.
will ship eight cars Monday.
The
840.
As two days will elapse
Gero,
to
are
to
Colorado
be shipped
sheep
before
the
next
standing can be an
for feeding and later will be sent to
nounced "Daddy" expects a decided
the eastern markets.
increase Monday. The interest is
growing,
according to Mr. Jacoby, and
The Sunday schoot institute of San
next week will' be a nard battle for
Miguel county began its convention
this afternoon at the First Baptist all those competing for the first pla.ee.
church and will be continued tomor
' $5.00 REWARD
row. A special meeting will be held
For
information leading to the artomorrow afternoon at the Baptist
church and a union meeting will be rest and conviction of the party or
held tomorrow evening in the same parties taking toola from Kearney's
edifice. W. C. Merritt, international Gap bridge. Missouri Valley Bridge
secretary of the Sunday schools, wiil and Iron Co. D. R. Carroll, Foreman.
v
Adv..,
have charge of the meetings.
g
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.BEST'OF.

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

line of Fresh Cereals. PetHJohn'e
Breakfast Food, GreJr of Gold. Farinose, Pea.rl Hominy, Hominv Grlta.
Cream of Wheat, Imperial Oat Meal,
Quaker Oats, Kellogg's Wheat Biscuit, Kellofia's Corn Flakes, Shredded
Wheat, Post Toasties, Quaker Puffed
Rice, Quaker Puffed Wheat. Quaker
A full

Corn Puffs
cake Flour.

GBAAF

and Aunt Jamims's

u

sior

HAYVARD

Pan-

CO.

DON'l
Take up your RUGS
and CARPETS

WANTED Clean
Optic office.

-

cotton rags

If.;.''1"

s

1,050

BISM ARK

Body
We

r

i

WM

have a line of UNION

SUITS that are made on
a new system of body

measurements and each
suit has the KENOSHA

j

KLOSED- - CROCTH,

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

M.

GREENBEBGER

Las Vegas AutGincbife
Phone Main 344.
announced that Briscoe was identified by a man whose name was withheld, but who, Halpin said, was riding in a buggy on the night of the
murder and w the negro with Miss
Leegson.

Subscribe foivThe Optic.

DELICIOUS
EATABLES

&

Machine

J

Co

Wm. Whalen, Prop.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
,

r

o?c

1

FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert
You ought to eat our

"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

Gross, Kelly

& Co.

Sole Agents

Fancy Cauliflower- ,- Lettuce
Cellery and Sweet Potatoes

Apples Galore, Cranberries

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

IF NOT WHY NOT?
Open All Night

VACUUM CLEANER

Popular Prices

Telephone Main 35

FULLY EQUIFPFO AT YOUR

Mora Vegetables

Hiive them cleaned on the
Floor with the
For Particulars

at

LEEGSON MURDERER CAUGHT
Chicago, Nov. 8. Thomas Briscoe,
a copper colored negro, was arrested
today in connection with the murder
of Mips Ida G. Leegson a month ago.
JohnV'J. Halpin, chief of detectives,

DO YOU EAT AT

of service

comfortable.

Merchants Cafe

Ted Hayward will take a position
Monday morning Vith the Y. M. C. A.

The attention of rne church-goinpublic is called to the fact that the
Sunday school convention which has
been announced for tomorrow will not
interfere with the usual session of the
Sunday school and the morning
preaching service in each church. A
Union . meeting, however, will be held
in the First Baptist church tomorrow
evening at 7:30 o'clock which will be
addressed by Rev. W. C. Merritt, a
representative of the International
Sunday School association.
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Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits,
$25,000.

case you feel very un
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the Best Yet
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

that are sold by chest
measure alone fits the
chest only. It may be
too long or too short in
the waist and in either
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Union Suits

Is Now in Charge of Our
Cooking

Be&t

Jefferson Raynokis, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President. '
Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

THAT'S FIT TO WEAR

Mrs. I. K. LEWIS

..

AT THE HOME OF

SON

E. D. Raynolds, Vice
President.

west program.

As- Direct from the Indian Reservations--Larg- e
sort m en t fine colorings - unique patterns all
,
prices.
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FITS

ONLY UNDERWEAR

Correct Garments for Men

Among those who went to the A. A.
Sena ranch this morning were Ike
Bacharach, Charles, Gieenclay, Dr. H.
S. Van Petten, Henry Essenger, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Clark, Ludwig Ilfeld
and
Romaine Fielding and his entire
yesterday afternoon to Santos Sena,
The Lubin company will
company.
and
13.
18,
Daniel
aged
Suazo, aged
The young couple are residents of Ro- - take .pictures of the events at the
ranch, and doubtless several of the
clada.
actors will participate in the wild
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handle the Famous O'Cedar Mops

"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

A marriage license was issued this
morning at the court house to Cleo-fe- s
Gurule, aged 30, of Las Mamieli-tas- ,
and Delfina Trujillo, aged 24 of
Sapello. A license was issued late
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